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FOREWORD

In recent years nuclear power plants have been making increasing use of remote
control systems. Typical examples are steam generator maintenance manipulators in
PWRs or mobile robots for post-accidental tasks. The question is whether these systems
should be connected to the general automated equipment. Further, it may be of interest
to determine the influence of such equipment on the availability of safety
systems/functions and implications for nuclear safety in general (workers and public).

In parallel the manufacturing industry is addressing the problem of repetitive or
boring tasks and continuous work by employing adaptive robots. Enhancement in
kinematic theory has given rise to highly sophisticated robots. Today, robots already
replace manual actions with complicated or dangerous access (radiation) or perform
work which is boring or requires continuous attention (welding, bolting, ultrasonic
inspection). Further, robots are used for man-rem reduction tasks (piping, steam
generator inspection, plugging) or for special purposes, where human factor problems are
minimized.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The extent to which government and industry in the future choose to produce electricity by the
means of nuclear energy depends critically on demonstrating to all relevant parties that the
following statements are true:

a) Nuclear power is safe (nuclear power plants and related facilities will not be constructed or
allowed to continue operating if they are not perceived as being safe).

b) Nuclear power is economic (in comparison to other forms of electricity production once the
environmental-costs have been fully considered and as part of a unified energy policy).

c) Nuclear power is conservative (using nuclear fuel does not waste natural resources,
damage the atmosphere, or produce unmanageable waste).

The question being considered in this report is the extent to which the above mentioned aims are
promoted through the use of robotics and automatic plant systems. In one form or another,
robotics and automatic plant control systems have already played a vital role in the safe and
economic operation of nuclear power stations. Before proceeding, it is important to clarify the use
of this particular technology.

Within the context of this report, robotics is defined as telerobotic, semi-automated or automated
equipment. The emphasis throughout this report is the use of robotic technology to enhance the
safety of existing and future commercial nuclear power plants. A telerobotic system is defined as a
remotely controlled device, working under either manual or computer control with adequate
feedback to the operator to ensure necessary transparency of operation. Robotic equipment, on the
other hand, can be defined as a device with programmable capabilities, which performs diverse
tasks with the ability to operate through manual control or automatically by a computer. The
general term, robotics, is used throughout this report and refers to either telerobotic, automated or
semi-automated technology.

The difference between robotics and plant automation at the popular level is quite clear, however,
the extent of similarity is not so well known. Robotics is concerned with the mechanical control of
an end-effector in the conduct of some physical form of work whereas plant automation is directly
concerned with the control of electricity production. Furthermore, it is a popular belief that robots
are capable of being reprogrammed to perform different types of work, whereas plant automation,
if at all reprogramable, is only modified to perform the same task to a better level of proficiency.
The study of robotics spans many applications such as construction, manufacturing, remote
handling of hazardous materials, remote inspection and repair in hazardous environments, space
and defence, etc. It is also true to say that the level of technological development is higher in some
of these areas than it is in the nuclear industry and, therefore, has much to offer. On the other
hand, automatic plant control has also been relevant to industries where continuous processes have
to be safely maintained and it is probably true that, from a safety point of view, the nuclear
industry has much to offer. The question is to what extent can the body of knowledge on robotics,
its science and art, be used to further enhance the safety of the nuclear industry and,whether it is
beneficial to incorporate robotic techniques into automatic plant control systems or vice versa.

It is also important to review what is currently on the horizon of technical achievements within both
areas and consider their relevance to safety in nuclear facilities. As the first step in this process we
chart the life cycle of a nuclear power installation and consider robotics and automation from the
point of view of safety.



2. OVERALL SAFETY ASPECTS

There are two general objectives in operating a nuclear power plant:

run the process according to economic optimization criteria
ensure safe operation for the individual and the public

The following discussions deal mainly with the second objective from the perspective of how to
implement robotics/telemanipulation state-of-the-art techniques to this field:

Figure 2-1 presents three main periods in a nuclear plant's life cycle - Design and
Construction; Operations; Decommissioning:

1) The Design and Construction Phase:

process of overall design for new plants
mid-life modifications of existing/running plants to extend life

A maintenance and repair-friendly design clearly facilitates a good environment for
problem solving and permits the findings of optimal economic and intrinsically safe
solutions. Examples of good design characteristics include improved accessibility
and improved person-system interfaces throughout the plant.

Feedback from earlier designs and practical experience of all kinds are vital
prerequisites for the satisfactory conduct of this task.

2) Operation of a Plant:

This is a continuous task and should be optimized as such. The importance of
economic solutions for maintenance are often underestimated. Unfortunately, some
countries' legislative tax rules facilitate or even favor the design of low-cost plants
with the deleterious consequence of expensive methods of maintenance.

There are three major aspects of plant operation:

power production
scheduled maintenance
refuelling

The last aspect may be a continuous process, or it may be a dedicated time period
where the reactor is shut down and the time is used for other special maintenance
tasks.

3) The Decommissioning Phase:

Associated with the extensive removal of bulk construction material are tasks which
require the remote handling of irradiated material and management of waste
material.

All phases are usually experienced once per plant, but are of immense scope and
should derive from the experience of professionals involved in all aspects of the
plant's operation.

Maintenance and repair activities, as well as spent fuel management, are dedicated
tasks suitable for application of robotics and this will increase in the future.

The above phases have been deliberately presented in broad terms to embrace all
types of reactor designs.
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3. STATE OF THE ART IN PLANT AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS

3.1 Plant Automation

Process automation is currently applied to: :

non-safety (i.e., load-following)
safety-related and other purposes important to safety (i.e. waste processing
and management)

There are closed-loop applications such as:

control processes of finite duration, including all protective tasks, including
reactor trips as well as open-loop applications such as information display
processes for maintenance personnel to monitor, (using the well known
surveillance systems like those for loose parts, abnormal vibrations, fatigue
monitoring or leak detection) check and repair

Both applications are defined to be "machine" in the context of the man-machine
task assignment.

Automation, therefore, serves to:

transfer the bulk of the routine tasks, quick reaction or complex duties from
operators to "automats", or
preprocess and reduce data, then display this information for quick and easy
understanding by operators

In modern nuclear plants a "smart" design of mechanical systems and components together
with a sophisticated defence-in-depth concept (using all known inherent feedback reactions)
enables for:

load-following control
incident handling
automatic accident mitigation (up to a certain point in time)

With regard to the last point, once the automatic accident mitigation point has been passed
all available plant internal measures are used to minimize the remaining risk.
Beyond-design based accidents are manually controlled, needing reliable information and
well specified procedures.

3.2 Robotics

For many years telemanipulator devices have been used to conduct remote inspections and
repairs within areas of nuclear facilities where man cannot or should not access. These
systems invariably involve human operators remotely controlling a robotic device to deploy
and control tool packages and inspection equipment such as arc welding systems, drilling
and bolting packages, inspection cameras, and non-destructive testing equipment.

The safety goals are two-fold; reduction of dose for the operator, and improved integrity of
plant operation. An extension to the man-in-the-loop mode has come with the
teach-and-repeat mode of operation where, once an activity has been successfully executed,
the sequence can be memorized by the system and repeated at will by the operator issuing a
"repeat" command. (Most modern teleoperated systems are now equipped with a
teach-and-repeat capability.)
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Areas of active research and development (see Section 8) are now showing that the
operator can be provided with more information and a wider range of controls in order to
perform his duties. These include master/slave control with force-feedback, force limit
override, tactile sensing, enhanced color 3D graphics visualization, stereoscopic viewing of
the real world scene, collision avoidance, and CAD graphics. The essential challenge is to
provide this extra information in such a way that it is compatible with his human senses,
i.e. to enable him to achieve what is called "telepresence"..

Other developments in this field aim to free the operator from the need to have special skills
by transference of the skill center to the robotic machine so that the operator can use the
system in a supervisory mode of operation. An example of this is automatic welding,
where the robot autonomously controls the path and process of welding - which is a more
sophisticated development of the aforementioned teach and repeat mode of operation. More
advanced developments are considering how a system might be constructed to learn how an
operator plans an inspection and repair task. The most basic of these endeavors is route
planning where the operator's repair activities are structured into a sequence of machine
executable statements. In the manufacturing industry research into automated assembly has
just reached the point where a CAD assembly drawing can be automatically converted into
an assembly activity by robot - without human intervention.

A basic requirement of all such automatic processes is the availability of accurate
information about the work environment. A great deal of research is being conducted in
optical quantitative measurement of the work site and the conversion of this data into a
CAD model which can be used by the robot system in planning and controlling its
processes.

At the heart of the popular conception of a robot is a device composed of servo-actuated
limbs that are controlled in unison to achieve a desired movement of the end-effector. Much
research is also being done in the kinematic and dynamic control of what is broadly
accepted as being a complex dynamic system. However, the drive for greater modularity
and mechanical adaptability is producing control system designs that are generic to a wide
class of diverse robot structures. Furthermore, concepts are being developed to
automatically design the robot structure to ensure it achieves its intended goals both under
joint failure and in the presence of obstacles. This latter point is very important in some
facilities where manned access is not possible and complex many jointed structures are
required to reach the work site. The control of these redundant jointed systems poses a
challenging control problem which is only now being fully realized although much has
already been achieved with less sophisticated control systems.

Situations arise where neither fixed base nor crane deployed manipulators can reach the
intended work site. The use of simple mobile vehicles to perform limited inspection
activities within nuclear power plants is not new. Not only have they crawled in areas of
high radiation but they have crawled along many meters of pipework to inspect
welds.

More recently, wall climbing robots with semi-autonomous control systems are being
considered for the conduct of inspection duties which cannot be performed by standard
fixed-based manipulators. Also mobile manipulator systems are now being used as an
alternative to putting men into areas of radioactivity which were once considered
acceptable.

The safe decommissioning of a nuclear facility, if conducted while the levels of radiation
are above acceptable limits, demands the use of remote handling techniques to dismantle
and contain the resultant debris. However, requirements on reliability and load carrying
capacity are likely to be higher due to the extended periods of working, the effects of dust
and debris on sensors actuation and mechanism seals and the lifting of large sections of
debris. Furthermore, there is likely to be an increased requirement on process control
aspects. That is, demolition is likely to be conducted in a continuous process controlled
manner in order to keep the debris removal and containing systems fully occupied.
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FIG. 3.1. Incident/accident time chart.

The technique of on-line remote debris sampling is likely to be important for the
decommissioning of power stations, but even more so for the removal of waste storage
areas where a wide range of elements have been assembled. This ability to automatically
grade waste by size, chemical and radiological attributes and then use this to separate
elements into suitable containers has both cost and safety implications.

Robotics also plays an essential role in filling and monitoring the waste system containers
including the ultimate means of storage and life-time monitoring. Glove box
decommissioning is another area where support equipment also requires robotic removal
and dismantling.

At this point it is to be recognized that mobile manipulators with attached decommissioning
tools provide a more flexible, albeit more complex solution to these processes in
comparison to the traditional fixed based manipulator. These are being actively considered
and used in many waste clearance programs.

Broadly speaking, the difference between an accident and an incident according to the
IAEA/OECD scale of nuclear events is that the former leads to release of radioactivity
beyond the boundaries of the nuclear facility. Conceptually the transition from an
"anomaly" to a major accident can be viewed as a "cone" of "the increasing effort required
to return the situation to normal "(see figure 3-1). If the situation is identified at point A,
then the accident/handling systems are brought into play at point B, and the situation
returned to normal along curve BC.

Defense in-depth by the plant automation system requires that highly intelligent insitu
monitoring systems recognize the problem at an early stage (point A) and that simple tools
and techniques can be used (point B) to arrest the problem with minimal effort. In most
cases this is dealt with at the level of an "anomaly".

Robotics are a safe alternative to using manned intervention when the "incident" involves a
localized release of radioactive materials provided their rate of deployment (time AB) and
rate of work (time BC) is adequate to tackle the job.

The first opportunity to use robotics for these uncertainty filled situations probably
provides one of the most demanding requirements placed on robotics by the nuclear
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industry. This is because the work content will be similar to that required for normal remote
inspection and repairs (currently the most advanced use of robotics), except that the time
allowed to plan the repair sequence will be severely limited. The need for improved
manipulator dexterity is also a desirable feature of the control system to enable the operator
to improvise temporary solutions and to conduct them in a "first-is-real" manner where
specialized and standard end-effectors are possibly used in an unfamiliar manner.

In situations where the problem has developed into an accident, the robotic machinery need
not be so dexterous. Remotely controlled construction vehicles and surveillance vehicles
(ground and airborn) are the primary requirement. It is here that the current levels of
robotic development in terms of ruggedness, mobility, control, real world visualization and
modeling and task planning are put to the highest test

It is likely that there will need to be closely coordinated control between the incident
handling teams, their mobile vehicles, and the central command center. Here there is a case
to answer regarding the extent to which the mobile vehicle control systems are integrated
with, or can take advantage of the station's insitu command and control system used for
automatic plant control. Provided the channel capacity is adequate for multi channel video,
real time control and sensor channels, then the opportunity arises to locate the vehicle
control teams anywhere on site. This also seems to avoid the very severe problem of
vehicles trying to drag long cables around obstacles and becoming entangled in their own
(and others') cables.

It is also to be expected that there would be a need to require the coordinated control of
several mobile manipulators acting cooperatively conducting a single task jointly (e.g.
where two vehicles are lifting a heavy component while a third effects the repair). The
extent to which robot system designers have to second guess every possible eventuality and
provide a "special" single function tool is mitigated by the extent to which he can rely on
adapting the uses of several manipulators "on-the-fly" at the incident site. This is at the
heart of the assertion that robots should be capable of being rapidly reprogrammed to deal
with unstructured environments.

In all of these situations, the primary requirement for robotics is that a resilient machine can
be immediately driven to the heart of the problem without any consideration of whether or
not the region is hazardous to man. Not only does this avoid unnecessary dosage but it
frees the controllers to act without having to gather sufficient information to decide on
mannered access. The implications for the robotics industry are obvious.

Clearly, the rapid deployment of specialized tools, monitoring and fire-fighting equipment
to any part of a nuclear facility implies the use of mobile vehicle based systems. It is thus
no surprise to find that mobile manipulator based systems are gaining wide support as
solutions to such problems. Much still needs to be done before a full range of equipment is
available to all installations to deal with all types of incidents and accidents. This will
probably require pan-nation collaboration (as early experiences are demonstrating).

The popular thinking regarding mobile vehicles as a solution to these situations is that they
form part of the solution once the event has been recognized and evaluated. A different
approach, being developed for the security monitoring of industrial establishments, is to
keep a mobile robot continuously on stand-by making a general sweeping search of a
building. On detecting an incident, either directly or via the insitu monitoring systems, the
overall control center routes position information to the robot so that it can immediately go
to the scene and report back to the control center (where the crucial decisions have to be
made). Possible time savings and avoidance of unintentional exposure to operational staff
is one benefit of such an advanced system. Here the integration of robotic and automated
plant control systems would become essential.

The following discussion focuses on three primary robotic technology topics as they relate
to nuclear power plants. These aspects include: applications, robotic system design
requirements and plant design requirements.
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4. ROBOTIC SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS

This section addresses the potential use of robotic technology as it relates to different modes of
plant operation. An initial discussion is presented which summarizes certain benefits and
drawbacks of the technology.

4.1 Benefits And Drawbacks Of Using Robotics

There are two different conditions where robotic devices can be deployed within a nuclear
power plant These relate to conditions where direct intervention is not possible and when a
robotic solution proves more beneficial than a direct method. These conditions are
discussed below:

4.1.1 No Alternatives Are Possible

An example of when robotic relation is the only alternative is a condition where
radiation and related environmental levels may be too high for direct human
intervention. This is typical of cases during and following an accident or during
certain phases of the decommissioning process. This is also the case where physical
accessibility to the work area is not possible.

In accidental situations, where individual and public safety is concerned, the
economical point of view should not be considered. A solution must be found.

4.1.2 Improvement Over Traditional Methods

During normal plant operation robotic devices have to be compared with other
methods, such as manual intervention,or the use of special tooling dedicated to a
specific operation. The use of robotic devices may provide some benefit, but
drawbacks do exist. Such benefits and drawbacks are presented in terms of their
economics, technical characteristics and safety.

Examples of benefits include:

1. Economical
reduction of plant shut down
dose reduction (from the economical point of view)
intervention time reduction
crew size reduction

2. Technical
improved reliability of operations
improved accuracy
improved quality

3. Safety and human aspect

reduction of risk associated with task
improved worker safety
improved equipment availability

Examples of drawbacks include:

1. Economical
the robotic solution may be too expensive to
implement

14



TABLE 4.1. USE OF TELEROBOTIC SAFETY MATRIX

Importance of the use of telerobotic devices regarding some aspects of the safety.

LEGEND:

W = Safety (or Security) of the workers inside the plant, or which are working on a process
P = Safety (or Security) of the public outside the plant
I = Safety (or Integrity) of the plant itself

O = No Importance + = Important ++ = Very Important or Critical NR = Not Relevant
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o\ TABLE 4.2. SOME EXISTING DEVICES
This table shows some examples of existing telerobotic devices, commercially available; it is not, in any case, an exhauuve list of all existing
devices around the world, but they are given here only as example.
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+ = Some Existing Devices
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++ = Many Existing Devices
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4.2 Existing Equipment And Relation With The Safety

Table 4-1 summarizes the degree to which robotic devices used in different operational
modes and for different types of tasks affect plant safety. The safety aspects include:

the safety (or security) of the workers within the plant, who directly work with
robotic systems

the safety (or security) of personnel not directly working with robotic devices

the safety (or integrity) of the power plant

The extent to which safety is impacted by the use of a robotic system is rated according to a
3-point scale: "0" (no importance), "+" (important), and "++" (very important or critical)

Table 4-2 summarizes the availability of robotic devices in terms of those that exist (E) and
devices currently under development (F). The relative availability of robotic devices is
noted by the following: 0 = non-existent; + = some devices exist; ++ = commonly in use.

Some examples of existing devices are also provided. These are only examples, and do not
represent an exhaustive list of commercially available devices.

4.3 Operational Modes

The following discussions summarize the use of robotics within six phases of plant life:

4.3.1 Normal Operation

For the most part, the current use of robots is mainly restricted to the shut down period. To
increase the safety of workers and the public, as well as the integrity of the plant, the use of
robots during normal operations is becoming an important challenge.

The activities for inspections, maintenance and repair are normally carried-out by workers
physically handling plant equipment. Environmental limitations such as accessibility, dose
rate, temperature, humidity, restricts the interval, time and quality of the workers'
activities:

Examples include:

Inspection of areas not accessible during normal operation

Necessary repair work on safety-related components and devices which are
important for the operation of the plant

Fuel element handling device during operation

To reduce the influence of restrictions and improve the quality of the work, applications of
remote controlled systems must be increased.

Therefore, a high grade of automization must be realized for:

accessibility for workers
limited radioactive waste
reduced dose rate and dose
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4.3.2 Planned Shutdown Phase

During planned shutdown periods many service activities for inspection, repair and
maintenance are carried-out within tight schedules. These activities, however, are
implemented more efficiently than normal operations or unscheduled shutdowns.
Therefore, a higher degree of automation can be realized to:

reduce time and crew size
limit the dose
improved quality
minimize human factors problems

In many areas of the plant components can only be serviced by remote controlled systems
such as:

components under water

components surrounded with insulation/walls

internal service activities on components

Many robots are available today which can:

inspect, manipulate and repair internals of reactor vessels

externally inspect the systems of PWRs primary (Pipes, Steam generator,
cooler, pressurizer)

crawl into piping for internal service inspection

handle fuel and waste material

Compared to the whole of service activities, remote controlled activities are in their infancy.

Because of its role in reducing exposure, however, this area is one of the largest and most
important areas of technology growth within the commercial reactor environment.

In the future many additional activities such as those related to the preparation of the
components for inspection, repair and maintenance activities, can be carried out via remote
control. Examples include:

removal and mounting of insulation
mechanical cleaning of components
changing of parts (i.e., sealings, filters, sensors)
decontamination
various normal handling activities
detailed inspections (i.e., metalagraphic sample preps and scanning,
chemical analysis, etc.)

4.3.3 Incidental Situation

In an incidental situation, activities are carried out to:

mitigate the consequences of the incident
prevent exposure to the public
minimize the risk for the workers
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Therefore activities have to carry out for the following:

inspection of defaults
take operational actions in the plant
repair of componentsor replacement of systems (i.e., modular design)

To date, robotic equipment is primarily available for inspection activities.
Operational work requirements, such as repair activities, differ from task to task.
In the past this work was primarily done manually. Future developments for the use
of robots should be oriented to the following aspects:

more transfer of information between users for the need, usage, and
availability of similar devices
better exchange of experience between user and vendor
development of robots with range of applications
more preparation for the implementations of remote controlled systems in
the plant for operation of maintenance

4.3.4 Accident Situation

This is a situation where telerobotic devices are absolutely essential. This point comes from
the fact that accidental situation in a NPP means potentially high levels of doses inside, and
possibly outside of the plant

Examples of accident response missions include:

containment of fire
inspection, measurement and mapping of radiation inside and outside the
plant
containment of radiation, through the construction of building walls, sealed
penetrations, or barriers
decontamination inside and outside of the plant
dismantling of parts
waste handling/disposal/storage

Actually, many remotely controlled devices can be found all over the world. Some
examples include:

Surveyor (ARD), Centaure (CEA), Veri (CEA), and Andros (Remotec) MF
3&4 (KFK) for inspection and dose cartography, remotely controlled
mobile devices
Takenaka, shotcranning device Kajima, construction manipulator: Tokyo,
Putzmeister M52, Earth removal Haz-Trak, and Kraft Telerobotic for major
work, used in building construction-automatic cranes. For inside
intervention, some devices are also existing: dismantling; Manfred (ISE),
RWV and RRV (Carnegie Mellon). Use of manipulators, RD 500 (CEA).
For inside decontamination, a lot of devices also exist, including:
SCAVENGER (ARD), Louie I & II (CIMCORP) and MOOGE
(PENTEK).

Many past accidents provide useful information in terms of future robotic design needs:

Many devices used for accident response experienced problems and were not used
continuously, because they had several defaults of conception (maintenance,
reliability, communication and difficulty of decontamination). It seems that some
devices, which could have been very useful, did not exist (remotely operated, radio-
controlled helicopters, for example).
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The lessons of these accidents, however, have not been realized and there is still a
lack of development in many areas.

The problem of emergency response is certainly an international problem. It seems quite
clear that recommendations must be made by an international organization to ensure that
somewhere, it will be possible to respond to emergencies using robotic solutions.

4.3.5 Decommissioning

Decommissioning of nuclear plants involves a broad range of activities, requiring the ability
to remotely dismantle complex equipment in the presence of high radiation fields and
contaminated surfaces.

Typical applications are found in the following domains:

inspection and survey, to assess the degree of contamination and
radioactivity in the work area

decontamination, to be performed on components prior to dismantling
activities, and on waste containers prior to shipping. Part of
decommissioning activities can actually be limited to decontamination work,
especially for building.

dismantling, for the removal of components from the facility , as well as on-
site cutting of oversized components

waste collection and packaging, including secondary waste

Many of the above mentioned applications are similar to the ones appearing during the
operation of the NPP (survey and waste handling). Certain aspects of the decontamination
process are unique, however:

the position accuracy needed is usually low

the environment can be highly unstructured, especially during dismantling
operations

the level of radiation and contamination is high

some tasks must be performed under water

some decontamination and cutting tasks involve chemically aggressive
liquids and dust

Although decommissioning activities have not been launched up to now on a large scale,
some specific programs have been realized or are presently underway. Examples include
the decommissioning of the Shipping Port NPP in the USA and the present European
Program on Decommissioning involving a PWR (Mol, Belgium), a BWR
(Gundremmingen, Germany), and a graphite gas reactor (Windscale, UK).

Most of the operations conducted up to now involve remotely operated tools and specially
designed cutting machines. The use of telerobotics under these circumstances remains
marginal.
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For specific applications, on a prototypic level, robots are under development and being
qualified. Examples include:

RD500 manipulator used for the dismantling of a reprocessing plant in La
Hague, France

use of robotics manipulators for AGR work

NEATER robot for glove box dismantling and decontamination work

. use of remotely operated manipulators for Three Mile Island-2 cleaning
processes

Future capabilities are needed in the following areas:

underwater activities

large payload (cutting tools, debris collection) handling

navigation in unstructured environments (collision avoidance)

radiation resistance

Important developments are currently underway in Europe (Decommissioning Program of
the European Community), as well as the USA and Japan. A good overview was
conducted by the IAEA in 1989.

The safety impact of robotics in decommissioning activities is essentially focused on
worker protection. High contamination risks and radiation doses are involved. Moreover,
sharp cutting tools and debris offer particular hazards to workers in protecting suits.

Telerobotics allows one to confine the work area and to remove or greatly reduce any
personnel entry.

4 .4 B u i l d i n g

Robotics can also be considered during the building phase of the plant. Although its
reference here is indirectly related to nuclear safety, it can have important impacts of worker
security and especially on building costs.

The developments are, however, not confined to the nuclear industry and have a large
application range in all construction activities. Some prototype work is presently being
performed in Japan.
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5. REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR ROBOTIC DEVICES:
A DESIGN MONITORING PROCEDURE

5.1 Introduction

This section presents a methodology for formulation and assessment of specifications and
design of robotic devices applicable to nuclear installations. This methodology intends to
optimize safe operations, safe maintenance, safe repairs, and safe decommissioning by
adequate selection and use of robotic devices. This concept can be applied in all
circumstances during the overall life cycle of the nuclear installation. It should be regarded
as a tool or a set of guidelines and not as a solution in itself. The optimization process is
based on a top-down followed by a bottom-up approach that intends to guarantee a
congruent design process.

Inside this process, various levels of layers are defined and interconnected with appropriate
weights for each connection depending on the optimization goal. Including the
introduction, this section is divided into 9 paragraphs. In paragraph 5.2, the successive
layers are numerated with their hierarchical relationships. The General Nuclear Context is
discussed in paragraph 5.3. A list of typical tasks is discussed in paragraph 5.4 and
includes in that level can be extended or reduced following the various needs. In section
5.5, the Operational Requirements level is introduced, including working environment,
plant constraints, scheduling, technical standards and quality assurance. The functional
Requirements level is considered in paragraph 5.6.

Paragraph 5.7 provides the Design Requirements level in terms of design options. It is the
reference level for detail design and manufacturing. Paragraph 5.8 presents a proposal for
typical interaction mechanism between successive layers. Finally, paragraph 5.9 presents
the conclusion of this section.

5.2 A Five Level Hierarchical Structure

It seems natural to define a structure in five hierarchical levels going from nuclear context to
design requirements.

The various levels are:

- General Nuclear Context
- Tasks
- Operational Requirements
- Functional Requirements
- Design Requirements

Individual role of these levels are explained in the following paragraphs:

5.3 General Nuclear Context

This first level is of great importance with regard to safety and provides the designer with a
general orientation of the approach utilized. Let us try to give these main considerations
which are involved in the following nuclear areas. Only some examples are given here
which should advertise the designer and also the prime contractor to deeply consider them
when starting the project. (One manufacturer could consider that working in a nuclear area
is anywhere equivalent which is not true, and one client could presume that the
manufacturer knows perfectly his context if he had before realized tools for different
nuclear purposes. See Tasks and Operational Requirements sections).
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A. Commercial and Research Reactors

Two or three barriers are usually considered (fuel graphite, primary circuit,
concreted or steeled walls). Affecting one of these barriers during any operations is
dangerous. Radiation and contaminaton are both of great importance.

B. Fuel Manufacturing

No particular barrier if we consider fuel without any plutonium. The approach is
more on a "automation" level where common robots or telemanipulators could help.

C. Fuel Reprocessing

Safety is facilitated by different cells which are one in another a control of
contamination at each level. Radiation levels are of less importance and loosing
parts of a tool is usually not a great importance.

D. Waste Management

This context includes the selection of different waste products, the initial processing
approaches (burning, filtering, etc.) and the temporary storage within the plant.
Transport and final storage or reprocessing follows.

E. Waste Storage

One has to define exactly which kind of storage we use (static, dynamic), if we
have to control regularly or not the leaks. The two types of barriers are "the
containers" and the "walls". As leakage is the considered risk, the tools to be
created can be not as sophisticated considering safety.

F. Fusion Reactors

The main safety problem is the high contamination or activation of components
from energetic neutrons (14 MeV) involved in the process and the diff iculty of
maintaining plant equipment. A majority of the components must be designed to be
remotely maintainable. It may be the main area where robotic approach has been
made and integrated at the beginning of the concept.

G. Accelerators

Two problems are of importance within accelerator facilities. Maintaining the
physical devices when you cannot stop work throughout the facility at the same
time (radiation protection) and working in long galleries where there is higher risk
of leaks or explosion. Competition with workers is extremely important (remote
tools must be as much effective as workers in that field).

H.

The common mining process specifications, in addition to air contamination risk
(Workers health and safety) have to be considered. Radiation level is usually low.
Applications can be found mostly for replacement of human crews in high risk
areas or for cleanout after an explosion.
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5.4 Tasks

Robotic devices can be effectively used in nuclear installations to perform detail functions
pertaining to many tasks. The use of these devices can effectively enhance the safety of
operation of the installation, operating staff and the general public. This list is by no means
comprehensive. It is also possible to perform more than one task concurrently. Given
below are basic tasks with a few examples of functions under each loading.

A. Automation

Automation refers to the handling of nuclear fuel, automation in fuel fabricating
plants, handling of radioactive chemical samples, waste material handling,
automation associated with collecting and counting air samples.

B. Inspection

Inspection refers to the facilities and their environment as a routine or emergency
basis, locating and recording unusual instances and malfunctions such as leaks of
water, steam or gas.

C.

Monitoring radiation levels and their locations, measuring and monitoring
temperatures, pressures humidity, etc.

D. Plant Security

Rigidance functions to control access to critical areas of the installation, detection of
intruders or attempts to sabotage a nuclear installation.

E. Planned Maintenance

Replacement of filters, valves or gaskets, or other equipment located in hazardous
areas requiring high reliability in operation-

F. Unplanned Maintenance

Breakdown maintenance, repair, replacement of piping or components, cutting,
welding, necessary inspection and testing after welding, handling debris

G. Decontamination

Vacuum cleaning of floors, walls, and other areas, mopping up radioactive spills,
scrubbing, washing.

H. Decommissionin g

Dismantling parts or whole of the Nuclear installation, cutting metal or concrete,
breaking, handling dismantled components, compaction packing and transporting
radioactive waste.
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I. Incident Response

Providing support to personnel operating the installation in the event of failures or
malfunctions that would assume serious proportions, where high risks are likely to
prevail but initial intervention is essential to access the actual situation. Special
engineered devices may be needed to proceed with further work like repair etc.

J. Accidents

Serious accidents causing extensive damage to the installation. Radiation levels
could be high and release of dangerous emissions could have occurred jeopardizing
safety of the plant personnel and the public. The situation could indicate very high
orders of risks to personnel involved in intervening, accessing and normalizing the
situation or could prove totally impossible for humans to accomplish. Only
telerobotic devices could offer a medium for assessment of damage, survey the
situation, ensure at least partial normalization and handle rescue and other urgent
critical functions.

As mentioned earlier, the list is only indicative and may be extended to include other
tasks to be performed by telerobotic devices with view to enhance safety.

5.5 Operational Requirements

The term "operational requirements", for the purpose of this document is understood as a
set of requirements, that influences robotic devices design from the environmental aspects
of site dispositions, regulations and standards, certain time dependencies and organizational
measures.

Therefore, as a minimum, five general groups of operational requirements may be
identified:

working environment

plant design constraints

scheduling

technical standards

quality assurance

Parameters, that may influence the working environment are, for example:

temperature, pressure, moisture content, water, vibration, dust

radiation (including type, energy level, exposure dose rate) together with
possible contamination

electrical interference, if any

layout of working area

access to working area
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The plant design constraints take into account specificity of each plant or type of plants (or
mandatory requirements specific to the plant). The reader could refer to Section 6 in which
Plant Design Requirements vs. Tasks are presented and commented.

Scheduling requirements relate to activities such as:

expected frequency of need to complete certain tasks

emergency response to fulfil this task

cost

regulations (limited time for operation without failed steam, etc.)

The technical standards relate to a variety of requirements that influence the design of such
devices, such as electrical magnetic radiation characteristics.

The requirements emerging from implementation of the quality assurance program are
understood as an organizational measure to be taken to assure adequate design procedures.
One of the main requirements related to the implementation of a quality assurance program
is the ability of a device to be qualified, or of SN*to go through verification and validation
process.

5.6 Functional Requirements

Requirements of robotic devices depend on environmental conditions where robotics
actuates and tasks for what it is intended. Requirements for different kinds of robotic
devices may also be different. The main functional requirements of robotic equipment are
as follows:

Mobility, i.e. ability of robots to move (if necessary) via an internal motor.
Requirements of mobility should include speed, accuracy, etc.

Design and use of robot should be produced by taking human factors into
account. In other words, a man is "in the loop" with the robot during its use
(control, getting the information), and in the course of maintenance.
Corresponding technical means and organizational measures for its
fulfillment should be intended.

Maintainability requirements include the robot construction, its
accommodation, and conditions for maintenance fulfillment.

Robots should have retrievability, i.e. in case of possible faults of robotic
devices, engineering means and organizational measures should be
developed for their removal and repair.

Requirements of accuracy include movement, manipulation, measuring,
control, etc.

Telerobotic devices can be operated autonomously, or under operator
control. In either case, lines of communication must be present. The
requirements to communicate should include connection between operator
and device, power sources, control system, etc.

Robots may be used in zones where high levels of radiation are present. In
these cases the requirements of radiation hardening and decontaminability
should be formulated. This includes the requirement of the design and
structure that allows the use of decontaminating solutions.
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In individual cases, the necessity to have the power and decision autonomy
of autonomie robotic devices may be required. Corresponding
requirements, including ones of autonomie power sources (i.e., time of
work, power, list of sensors, adaptivity, algorithm of actions, etc.) should
be formulated.

Requirements of tooling should include the requirements of functionality,
sequence of its functioning, conditions of tooling, replacement, etc.

Telerobotic devices are intended for different tasks. It is expedient from an
economic point of view for robotic devices to be realized as universal
devices. The requirements of modularity are important for such robots.
Requirements should include list of modules, construction, and ability of its
quick replace, etc.

Robotic devices should be coordinated to meet international standards, as
well as overall national standards. Areas of standardization include:

Electrical connections
Voltage levels
Digital control
Special requirements to devices used in nuclear industry and
NPPs, etc.
Mechanical conventions
Software standards

Conditions of robotic applications from a point of view distance from the
operator should be determined (a few of meters, tens or hundreds of meters)
because robotic design and methods of communication depend on distance.

Requirements of system tests should be formulated. System tests consist of
self-diagnosis of control system, testing of robotic functionability before
robotic application, during operation and after maintenance. Requirements
should determine lists of testing and functions which are examined.

In individual cases, (inspection robots) the necessity of data storage is
evident. Required information storage should contain lists of parameters,
accuracy, frequency of data gathering, volume of data storage, etc.

Requirements of fault tolerance should include the criterions of fault for
every robotic function and determination of scope of faults concerned with
technique, human activity, environmental conditions, etc.

Requirements of safety analysis includes the list of safety-related functions,
criterions of their realization, mode of robotic operation which should be
considered, and postulated external events.

5.7 Design Requirements

Design requirements are the ultimate indications for the design team before entering into
detailed design. These requirements must reflect the influence of the higher levels in our
scheme (i.e. task, operational requirements, and functional requirements).

The various topics that are related to design requirements are as follows:

A. Communication System: The functional requirements discussion identified the
information that must be sent from the control room to the robotic device and vice-
versa. Mobility affects the selection of the communication system. In general, any
statement of the immediate upper level will affect each statement of the design
requirements list.
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Various Communication systems may be considered such as, wire link, radio link,
optical fiber.light beacon, ultra sonic-laser, etc. In each case, adequateness needs
to be checked with the upper layer.

B. Mechanical Design: The mechanical design will be affected by maintainability,
power source, modularity, and so on. The global influence of the upper level is,
again, very clear.

C. Sensors: Working environment as part of the operational requirement level or
accuracy as part of the functional requirements level will dictate the best choice of
sensors. Various sensors (absolute, relative, on-board, fixed, etc) may be
considered.

D. Control System: The control system needs to be split into software and hardware.
The hardware design will clearly be influenced by decision autonomy and mobility
into the functional requirements level, as well as working environments or plant
constraints in the operational requirements level.

E. Actuation: Different type of actuators may be used. Electrical, hydraulic (using
water), and pneumatic are the most commonly used. Other systems may be
considered, including memory shape alloy, piezo-electric ceramics, physico
chemical automators, etc.

F. Power Source: The power source selection is strongly dictated by mobility,
communication (if you need an umbilical for signals, you should also use it for
power), plant constraints, layout, and installation/deployment. Again, various
power sources could be considered such as, electrical supply by cable, batteries,
local electrical plug for battery charging, gas motor to drive electric generator, etc.

G. Sub-System Tests: These tests are dictated by the system test policy defined in the
functional requirements level and fall under the general QA policy defined in the
operational requirements level.

H. Man-Machine Interface: The man-machine interface (control station) design is
driven by most of the statements of the functional requirements level. It can go from
a simple 'ITY terminal to a virtual reality environment including stereoscopic vision,
force feedback, and data glove.

I. Training: Training depends on many factors such as communication, distance from
operator, system test or working environment. It is also directly influenced by the
man-machine interface. Training can go from simple simulations on graphical
screens to extensive tests on mockups.

J. User Interaction: This statement covers the interaction needs between the end user
(client) and the supplier (Design Team). The user interaction covers the provision
for all inputs from end-user to supplier, including the definition of connections
between the various levels with respective weights of each connection (Top-Down
analysis). In a second phase, once the design activity is progressing, the user
interaction process must proceed to the evaluation of appropriateness of design
solution with the various levels of the requirements (Bottom-Up analysis) and
inform the supplier of any discrepancies.

5.8 Interaction Mechanism

A candidate interaction mechanism follows. Suppose that we start in level 3, coming from
the Tasks vs.. Operational Modis Matrix (see Section 4).
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Top-Down

Each relevant statement of level 3 should be considered as a cell with a given positive
weight that should be selected going with the importance of that statement with respect to
the others in the same level.

It is up to the user interaction to establish the links from the various cells of the level 3 to
the various cells of level 4. Each cell of level 4 should be" affected by a weight equal to the
sum of the weights of the cells of level 3 linked to it.

The sum mechanism applies from level 4 to 5.

Once the Top-Down is completed, the various statements of level 5, the Design
Requirements level, are affected by a weight that represents the influence of the upper
levels.

The weight of each cell in level 5 indicates to the Design Team the relative importance of the
different statements; Mechanical Design, Communication Systems, etc.

Bottom-Up

For each design solution submitted by the Design Team, a Bottom-Up should be done to
verify the efficiency of the proposed solution with respect to the cells of upper level.

As an example, if the mechanical design cell of level 5 is linked with retrievability and
accuracy to all of level 4, the efficiency of the mechanical design of the proposed solution
should be evaluated for both retrievability and accuracy requirements.

If the various efficiency estimated for the cells of level 4 are acceptable, then the same kind
of efficiency analysis should be performed between level 4 and level 3.

5.9 Conclusions

The Design Monitoring Procedure that has been presented in this section should not be
considered as a solution, but as a tool to find better solutions regarding a multicriterion
optimization problem of how to increase safety.

This approach tends to enhance safety levels in nuclear installations by using robotic
devices focusing on multidisciplinary interactions in the field of robotics in general.

The proposed interaction mechanism requires further development, analysis, and tests.

Despite these refinements, it may be considered as a basic structure for more complex
design monitoring procedures with the aim of improving telerobotic devices to be used in
nuclear installations. The working group recommends putting efforts in the development of
the proposed Design Monitoring Procedure.
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6. DESIGN PLANTS TO INCORPORATE ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

The effective operation of robotic systems in a nuclear power plant imposes requirements on both
the design of process systems and the civil structure used to house and protect the plant and its
equipment

The following paragraphs comprise a brief summary of the "nice to have" features which designers
of robotic systems have identified as affecting plant design and equipment layout It is important to
note that a value analysis of the proposed features has not been completed to date. The reader
should note that in the following discussion, the components of the robot are referred as "robot
components". The components of the NPP or other nuclear facilities are referred as "nuclear
components".

The following plant design suggestions have been categorized into five areas. Examples are
included for clarity. These examples and categories are identified as notes and are assigned to a
matrix (Table 6-1) to indicate their applicability to four phases of plant life. Further, these inputs
are considered in the context of the mobility of the robotic systems, the work function or
performance of a specific task and the need to communicate within the robotic system and to the
operators. Each cell of Table 6-1 consists of references to design requirements which are
discussed below.

The operational scenarios considered are as follows:

1) Surveillance

Routine and frequent excursions into the nuclear plant with a robotic device to
perform tasks such as radiation field mapping, cleaning and maintenance tasks of a
minor nature.

2) Maintenance

The performance of regular, but not frequent (once a year), maintenance tasks such
as filter replacement, component repair and tasks associated with a planned outage
of the plant.

3) Major Maintenance

The performance of very large repair programs. In this category the distinction is
made between a long-range planned outages and the response to an upset or
accident condition and both are dealt with in the matrix presentation.

4) Decommissioning

Decommissioning is the final interest area which is considered and its affect on
plant design is outlined in the notes listed in the matrix.

The requirements of robotic systems on recent design have been considered in the context of the
following issues:

1) Process systems and component design should accommodate handling by robotic
devices by including lifting points etc. The use of modular design and skid mounted
systems should be employed to facilitate replacement or repair with the use of
robots.

2) Plant layout and nuclear system designs should provide .... The need to navigate
robots to the work site. Adequate space should be provided at the areas where
frequent tasks are performed to accommodate tools and component laydown.
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TABLE 6.1. PLANT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
(numbers within each cell represent specific design issues)

ROBOT SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE\PLANT
LIFE CYCLE

MOBILITY, LOGISTICS
OF THE ROBOTS

TASK PERFORMANCE,
LOGISTICS OF THE -
TASK

COMMUNICATIONS

DAILY
SURVEY

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-
8-9
4-5
TABLE 6-2

FIGURE 6-1,
OPT. R
TABLE 6-2

ANNUAL
OUTAGE
REGULAR
MAINTENANCE

TABLE 6-2

FIGURE 6-1,
OPT. T
TABLE 6-2

MAJOR TASKS

INFREQUENT
REPAIRS -
1

8

FREQUENT
RESPONSE

1-6

8

DECOMMISSIONING

10-11

13-14

1-1-2

Key:

1. Survey Points, 2. Continuous Floor, 3. Width of Routes, 4. Accessibility, 5. lines of Vision, 6. Standard Interconnects, 7.
Interference Risks, 8. Decontamination Facility, 9. Service Station, 10. Routes, 11. Refueling Facility, 13. Manipulation and Transport,
14. Disposal

TABLE 6.2. SEMI-AUTONOMOUS ROBOT POINTS TO BE SPECIFIED
AT AN EARLY STAGE

MAXIMUM DURATION OF A TRIP WITHOUT RECHARGING THE CELLS
MAXIMUM VELOCITY
MAXIMUM STEP TO BE CLIMBED (HATCHES, LIFTS, SLUMPS)
POSSIBLE MEANS TO CHARGE THE CELLS
PRELIMINARY LIST OF TASKS TO EVALUATE THE SIZE OF THE CELLS
ACCEPTABLE WEIGHT AND GROUND PRESSURE AND SHEAR
MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE DIMENSIONS
AUTONOMOUS USE OF LIFTS
AUTOMATIC RETROTRAVERSE
USE INSIDE BUILDINGS ONLY OR EXTERNAL USE (COMBUSTION MOTOR ACCEPTABLE)
NO RISKS OF AN EXPLOSIBLE ATMOSPHERE THAT WOULD LEAD TO A SPECIAL
CONSTRUCTION

3) Standard interfaces should be established for use between robots and end users,
and plant process and service systems. For example, a universal connector station
to which a robot platform can attach to pick up power and control signals.

4) There is a need to provide a central servicing area in nuclear facilities to perform
maintenance repair of robots. This should be located near the central station for
robot control. Servicing includes testing and adapting the software.

Matrix Notes

1. SURVEY POINTS: Provide for an in-plant grid system including survey points
and passive beacons to assist in robot navigation. Where applicable the use of
monorails is suggested.
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Communications

Telephone, Fax, or electronic mail between the control room and the control console of the robot.
- Electronic mail may also be used to transfer either digested, or raw information to the control room.

Optical transfer of images to the control room - (in real time, or recorded images).

Images crossing the nuclear facility wall through hardware link.

Two-way numerical channel used to control the robot and to bring back measurements.

The robot owner may choose a radio controlled robot (option R) or another type of robot (option T).
- tethered robot
- monorail suspended robot
- etc.

The communications links No. 5 and No. 6 are to be specified in all cases.

NOTE: Communication means are to be specified early from the hardware and soft\vare standpoints.

FIG. 6.1. Communication links to be specified.
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2. CONTINUOUS FLOOR: Avoid discontinuities in floor elevations by covering
drainage trenches and sumps with removable plates, elimination of thresholds on
isolation decks and air locks. Floor loading on access routes should include robot
loads.

3. WIDTH OF ROUTES: Access routes should provide adequate clearances for the
unimpeded travel of robots and their payloads, both in routine and major tasks
considering the diversity of robot design (caterpillar tool carriers, etc.).

4. ACCESSIBILITY: Nuclear process system equipment requiring frequent visits by
robots should be located in accessible areas. In addition, frequently performed
tasks of similar nature could be located on the same elevation in the plant. For
example, filters and resin beds in shielded flasks located on grade elevation
facilitates transfer of these items for off-site shipping and minimizes the need for
vertical transfer by hoist or lift.

5. LINES OF VISION: Provide clear, unobstructed pathways for cameras and
lighting positions for use in robotic operations.

6. STANDARD INTERCONNECTS: Provide standards for interconnects for robotic
systems to link to power supply, control cables and other services systems which
may be required. These "service stations" should be located and oriented to a
standard as well.

7. INTERFERENCE RISKS: Layout of nuclear systems should avoid the possibility
of being damaged by an uncontrolled robot. Cables and tubing should be
protected with steel channel sections to avoid becoming caught and damaged by
a robot. Easy to detect components should be used. Avoid black materials that
absorb light or highly electrical insulants such as plastic pipes. Robotic sensors can
feel metals and surfaces that diffuse rather than reflects light and sound.

8. DECONTAMINATION FACILITY: Provide a robot decontamination facility to
facilitate cleaning of robots prior to repair or maintenance. This facility should
have both active drainage and ventilation systems. (See Fig 6-2).

9. SERVICE STATION: There is a requirement for a Robot Service Center for
repair, maintenance and testing of robots and their associated software. This
center should be adjacent to the robot operational control center. (See Figure
6-2).

10. ROUTES: Stairs, pipelines and other impediments should not hinder the traverse
of robots eventually these routes should be large enough to let pass caterpillar
tool carriers. Deterministic means such as honorails are recommended.

11. REFUELING FACILITIES: The transportation of full containers from the hot
zone to the clean zone must include automatic decontamination facilities.
Unauthorized movements of containers must be prevented.

12. INFORMATION BASES: The central information base must be connected to the
robot control station. The access to the information bases must be limited to
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FIG. 6.2.

13.

14.

authorized persons. These base must include facilities allowing the comfort of
operators and the basic maintenance of equipments.
Reports and/or drawings describing the facility to be dismantled must be at hand.
In addition informatic data base operated by intelligent systems should help the
operators. These data bases should contain not only the original design
information but also account for changes and repairs.

MANIPULATION AND TRANSPORT: Nuclear components should be designed
to facilitate the automatized dismantling, considering the limited capabilities of
the robots.

DISPOSAL OF CONTAMINATED COMPONENTS IN REPOSITORIES: (This
work depends on national rules).
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7. INTERACTION BETWEEN AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS

7.1 Developmental Similarities

7.1.1 Introduction

Modern nuclear plants have reached a level of automation which allows them to be regarded
as fully automated systems for power production using information systems where
operators follow highly sophisticated procedures only during rather infrequent exceptional
situations.

Modern nuclear power plants make increasing use of remote control systems. Typical
examples are steam generator maintenance manipulators in PWRs or mobile robots for post-
accidental tasks. One key issue is whether these systems should be interfaced to general
automated equipment Furthermore, it may be of interest to determine the influence of such
equipment on the availability of safety systems/functions and their implications for nuclear
safety in general (workers and public).

There is a need to make both sides aware of this situation and to elaborate on the basis for
mutual application.

Robots already contribute to the following:

solve manual actions with complicated or dangerous access (radiation)
perform work which is boring or requires continuous attention (welding,
bolting, ultrasonic inspection)
conduct man-rem reduction tasks (piping, steam generator inspection,
plugging)
deployed for special purposes, where human factor problems are minimized
gather information on how a task has been performed for QA assessments

The capabilities of robot technique may also be used for maintenance of all kinds:

manipulating heavy components (involving hydraulic positioning)
repetitive tasks
repair/corrective work for automatic equipment (spare part management,
repair activities, calibration purposes)

The principle question is how to best apply these capabilities or how to change the plant,
system, or equipment design so that it enables optimal application.

In order to assure a systematic approach, a program for application of robotics should be
established and implemented to insure that this application retains or even enhances the safe
operation of the plant.

Application of robotics may vary significantly between cases. Safety and non-safety
related applications are taken into account and should be clearly classified.

The historical development of plant automation and robot techniques show typical
similarities (see Figure 7-1) as the following discussion shows.

7.1.2 Plant Automation

In the beginning only manual control was used to control the production process. Later
this was followed by mechanical, pneumatic, and electrically dedicated controllers which
were used for processes that were boring to perform manually, tasks that required a fast
response or those that were repetitive or numerous. Eventually, a plant computer took over
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reading measurements or printing data and, later, displaying duties. At present, fully
computerized, digital, distributed systems of multi-processors working in parallel (which
may be of diverse types and tasks) now support well designed structures for all of the
above mentioned tasks using nearly unlimited kinds of computer programs and model
simulations. Universal communication links now enable highly flexible applications.
Closed and open loop control is possible in the above mentioned assignment due to these
advances.

7.1.3 Robotics

Originally, only manual remote control (tools on the ends of poles) was available for
purposes of difficult or dangerous access designed for use by skilled, trained
workers/users. As technology improved they became more complex, remotely controlled,
telemanipulation systems, but still required the use of skilled operators.

In parallel, the manufacturing industry solved the problem of repetitive or boring tasks, and
continuous work with the automated factory employing adaptive robots. Enhancement in
kinematic theory has given rise to highly sophisticated robots which are new programmed
by skilled, engineering people off-site (and these are not always the users). The present
technique develops towards universal, intelligent, multipurpose systems which show many
similarities to the distributed systems of automation.

7.1.4 Merging Plant Automation and Robotics

As mentioned in the above paragraphs, robot techniques have the potential to contribute to
intelligent (and simple) problem solving in the context of nuclear plant task assignment.

It may be the case that first impressions and different terminology help to differentiate
robots from other types of automated systems, however, it may be that such distinctions
are not very helpful, possibly even wrong.

What may be helpful is the awareness that there is an available technique, the capabilities of
which can be used at once. If not, experience and feedback of this field should influence
design and modification of plants in order to facilitate the use of these techniques to a larger
extent (manholes well sized and accessible).

Maintenance is a fruitful field of robot application. Predictive maintenance and in-service
inspection may even be extended to automation equipment maintenance (no man in the
service). It is worth noting that common plant wide data bases are also used by the "robot
family" when evaluating and conducting reports and inspections.

7.2 Safety Implications - Automation vs.. Robotics

In Figure 7-2 we list the different tasks where automation and robotics are involved and
consider the trends and evolution of the technologies involved. One can say that
automation is a concept that plans the sequences of tasks, and robotics is a means by which
to offer adaptability and flexibility when problems occur.

Figure 7-2 shows that both technologies involve safety issues, but not necessarily at the
same time. Here we attempt to identify the groups of people most affected by deficiencies
in safety. It should be recognized that all groups are regarded as equally important with
regard to safety.
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FIG. 7.2. Exclusive and shared roles of automatton and robotic technology.

Finally, we would like to stimulate comment by suggesting actions which would benefit
future safety considerations:

1) Considering what has been taken into account by automation, let this information be
given to the maintenance personnel in charge of preparing new tools (i.e. robots
and telemanipulators).

2) Considering the difficulties maintenance people have experienced, let us facilitate
the introduction of the necessary techniques and inform the administration of
utilities, and personnel in general of the robotic approach to:

a) increasing the life time of NPP
b) new designing of NPP
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3) Let us examine the benefits of further studies into the parallelism of robotic
development actions in new and old NPPs including their related processes (waste
processing, fuel reprocessing, fusion, etc.).

The following specific points are postulated for follow-up discussions. Many, if not all,
have been considered separately, but here we are concerned with the unifying aspect of
safety:

Solve the problem of maintenance service in terms of productivity and
safety. Different tasks should, where possible, be done by the same robot
system and the data stored in the same file related to one component, one
task or even one robot to enhance efficiency and Quality Assurance related
issues.

Conduct further work on the connections between predictive detection
aspects (when operating the plant) and predictive detections or inspections
during shutdown

Facilitate the transmission of safety analyses in terms of descriptions of
accidents or incidents to the people in charge of designing post accident
robots (plant circuits, operational procedures and local populance actions)

Establish general safety criteria for using robotic tools in NPPs

See human factors standards (qualification, training, motivation,
professionalism)

Identify modifications and new designs to enhance safety (access;
components; energy and data transmissions; automatic doors, carriers or
cranes)

Identify mission planning and validation tools requirements (CAD systems,
organization softwares, databases on environment and tool components)

Consider the development of the technology and or the transfer of
technology, to better answer the problems of robotic:

adaptability (sensors, computing, man-machine interfaces)
• versatility (kinematics, mechanical and communication interfaces)
• flexibility (modularity, planning, standardization)

Analyze all the different types of machinery employed during the life cycle
of a Nuclear Plant (operation, control, maintenance, accident and
decommissioning), including the tasks, costs, reliability issues conducting
the different tasks

7.3 Other Areas

The range of experience of the assembled participants does not extend to fuel processing,
reprocessing and mining, and, to a lesser extent, decommissioning. For a unified approach
to the safety related aspects this should also be considered in future studies.
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8. INFORMATION RESOURCES

Due to the relatively recent application of robotic technology to nuclear power operations little
information is readily available to the international community in terms of operational experience.

Consequently, a need has been identified for the development of an integrated data base of
information to be made available for organizations interested in learning about user experience.

Current sources of information which could be used as an initial foundation for an integrated IAEA
data base include the following:

1. Utility/Manufacturers Robotics Users Group (U/M RUG) (U.S.A.)

2. Electric Power Research Institute (U.S.A.)

3. Electricité de France (EdF) (France)

4. TELEMAN (European Community, Belgium)

5. U.S. Department of Energy/Nuclear Engineering Robotics Consortium

A procedure has been established within the U/M RUG organization for collecting and organizing
operational experience with robotic devices on a semi-annuai basis. This procedure may be
applicable to the needs of the IAEA. Similar recommendations for information acquisition and
distribution may be acquired from the other organizations listed above.
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A SUMMARY OF KNOWN UTILITY ROBOT APPLICATIONS

H.T. ROMAN
Utility /Manufacturers Robot Users Group(U/MRUG),
United States of America

Presented by E.B. Silverman

Abstract

This document contains the first U/M RUG survey of known robotic applications.
It was an informally conducted survey which included U/M RUG utility members and
a selected portion of vendors with an established history in the robotics sales and service
fields.

The primary mission of the Utility/Manufacturers Robot Users
Group (U/M RUG) is to stimulate the development and
application of cost-effective utility mobile robots. An
important adjunct to this effort is the monitoring and
cataloguing of known applications in a format that can serve
to educate others about the benefits associated with using
mobile robots.
This document contains the first U/M RUG survey of known
robotic applications. It was an informally conducted survey
which included U/M RUG utility members and a selected
portion of vendors with an established history in the
robotics sales and service fields. It is estimated that this
survey captured approximately 75% of the known applications.
This survey will be expanded to include all U/M RUG members
and periodically updated as well.
Here is a summary of the survey.

Number of Utilities Number of Robotic
Year Involved in Robotics Applications

1982 1 1
1983 3 3
1984 2 4
1985 6 10
1986 11 14
1987 9 19
1988 18 36
1989 17 42
1990 29 64
The survey results indicate a rapid growth in the use of
robotic devices. Many utilities did not, however,
report cost savings associated with their applications.
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Involved in Robotics

Number of
Robot Applications

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Years
1987 1988 1989 1990

History of utility robot activity

General Inspection/
Surveillance 28%

Remote Manipulation 15%
and Handling

Underwater
Inspections 9%

Pipe Inspections 33%

Reactor Vessel ISI 6%

Decontamination 5%
Underwater Cleaning 4%

Breakdown of survey activities by categories
(total number of activities = 192)
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The cost savings are there, but for political reasons these
numbers are not reported. This is discouraging because the
cost savings information can be used to justify the use of
robots to other utilities that are not now using robots.
For a first survey, this effort has been rewarding and will
be of great value to U/M RUG and its members. This
information should be released to other utility companies to
convince them to become involved in this important
technology.
The two accompanying figures graphically summarize the
results of the survey. The second figure is especially
revealing because it shows a breakdown of the robotic
activities by application categories and provides a glimpse
of the most popular applications in the industry. As more
data is added in future surveys, this figure will most
certainly change, but for now, we have a snapshot of the
applications most often used in the industry.
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oo UTILITY ROBOT APPLICATIONS REPORTED TO U/M RUG

Utility

Alabama Power Company

Arizona Nuclear Power

Arkansas Power & Light

Baltimore Gas & Electric

Brooklyn Union Gas

Carolina Power & Light

Date
1989

11/85

Robot Vendor/Robot
CTS/IPID

PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR

Application

10/88, 10/89 PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR

1989

Cleveland Electric
Illuminating

1988

7/90

10/90

1988

8/90

CTS/IPID, Remote
visual equipment

CTS/IPID

VIT/ROWER

PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 9050 PCR

CTS/IPID

PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR
and PLS 8750 with
PLS 9050 PCR

Internal visual of feedwater and
secondary steam piping
Conducted internal visual inspection
of 20" cooling piping to determine
condition of cement pipe liner at Palo
Verde Station
Evaluated the results of pipe cleaning
and coating of Nuclear One Station 18"
service water piping
Visual inspection of secondary side unit
erosion/corrosion, feedwater heater
drain piping, extraction steam piping,
feedwater condensate concrete lines,
36" saltwater piping
Internal pipe inspection of feedwater
piping
Inspection of LNG fire system pumphouse
loops for loss or breakdown of concrete
lining
Inspected the internal condition of 14"
24" and 30" service water piping system
at Robinson Nuclear Plant
Internal pipe inspection of 20" service
water lines
Conducted various inspections of 14" and
16" coal transport piping systems to
determine refractory and pipe wear
conditions. Also inspected internal
condition of boiler circulating water
pump housing and 20" header piping at
Eastlake & Avon Point Generating Plants



Cleveland Thermal Energy
Corp.

Commonwealth Edison

11/90

1990-
present

PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR

ARD/SuperScavenger

11/90 REMOTEC/MiniAndros

11/90 Westinghouse

8/90 ARD/SuperScavenger

3/90 VIT/ROWER

Inspected condition of internal
weldments and expansion joints in 12"
and 16" underground steam lines
Radwaste cubicles and system cleaned in
both dry (2-5" sludge or resinous
material) and slightly submerged states
(18" water/slurry) using utility-modified
robots at the LaSalle'and Dresden BWR
Nuclear Stations. Dry and submerged
vacumming, hydrolazing, bulldozing,
general area inspections, and
engineering walkdowns have been
performed in high-radiation
environments using the modified
robots.
LaSalle BWR Nuclear Station purchased a
new generation tracked system for remote
manipulator handling of highly
radioactive components (such as used
primary system filters) and
miscellaneous tasks in highly
radioactive environments such as
routine activities in radwaste
processing areas.
A modified EDU machine (high-energy
electron beam metal cutter) to remotely
cut underwater the reactor upper
internals guide pins at Byron Nuclear
PWR station
During the summer of 1990, Byron PWR
Nuclear Station used a robot to move a
containment/bio-shield entry under
reactor power to successfully locate
and video tape a steam leak.
Remote visual inspection of Zion plant's
reactor head CRD canopy seal welds



Utility
Commonwealth Edison

Date
1989

Robot Vendor/Robot
General Electric

Application

1988

1988

1986

CIS/Remote Visual
Equipment

Echo 330/B&W
FRR/Westinghouse, ABB

ARD/SuperScavenger

1985-
present

B&W/CE/We s t inghous e

1983-
present

GE/Power Cutting Inc.

At LaSalle, the GERIS robot system was
used for reactor piping and vessel
remote In-Service Inspection (ISI) weld
inspections where adequate bio-shield
clearance was available.
Debris removal from a 16" line

UT fuel inspection systems used at the
Byron, Braidwood and Zion Nuclear
Stations automatically inspects complete
and irradiated PWR fuel assemblies
All six C.E. Co. nuclear stations use
submersible robots to inspect and vacuum
spent fuel pools, refueling floor and
transfer cavities, and various water
storage tanks (ex.-Condensate Storage
Tank).
Robot arms (ROSA, ROGER, etc.) are
attached to PWR present steam generator
primary side manways for tubesheet
inspections, maintenance, and repair, at
at the Zion, Byron, and Braidwood PWR
Nuclear Stations. This remote method is
required through C.E. Go's bid
specification process.

Nearly all of the weld overlays done on
LaSalle, Dresden, and Quad Cities
Nuclear BWR piping systems are
performed with remotely-operated tracked
welding sytems. The welding head
utilizes a remote weld wire-feed and a
high resolution camera system as it is
guided by tracks temporarily installed
along the radius of the pipe surface.



Connecticut Yankee

Consolidated Edison

1990
1990

10/87

1987

9/88

9/88

12/88,
3/89

1/89

3/89

1989

1989

CTS/IPID
CTS/IPID

Foster-Miller/CECIL-3

CTS/IPID

Pentek/"Moose" robot

Deep Ocean Engineering/
Phantom robot
VIT/ROWER

Deep Ocean Eng./
Phantom robot

Foster Miller/CECIL-4
robot
CTS/Remote Visual

CTS/Remote Visual

18" RHR inspection debris removal
Internal pipe inspection debris removal
from an 18" RHR pipe
Inspection of steam generator #21 at
Indian Point 2
Internal visual of extraction lines and
feedwater piping
Indian Point 1 decontamination of hot
cell used for and "Squirrel" tool drum
storage, and selected areas in equipment
attachment loading area (est. savings of
$25,000)
Indian Point spent fuel pool underwater
inspections and loose parts retrieval
Indian Point 2 remote inspection tasks
in high radiation areas around chemical
cleaning equipment systems in the plant
Underwater inspection of refueling water
storage tank (RWST) to find steam leak
in tank heating line at Indian Point 2.
Saved manned entry by diver and several
hours of critical path time (est.
$40,000 + savings)
Inspection and sludge lancing of steam
generator #21 at Indian Point 2
Internal visual inspection of M4
desuperheating piping
Internal visual of condenser tubes



Lftto Utility

Consolidated Edison
Robot Vendor/Robot .
CTS/IPID robot

Application

Consumers Power

Cove Hydro Corporation
(Cove, Oregon)

Detroit Edison - Fermi

Duke Power

1990
4/89

Unknown

Each
Refueling
10/90

10/88

1990

10/90

1988
1986

1987

CTS/Remote Visual

Deep Ocean Eng./

CTS/IPID robot

Westinghouse/
SM-10, ROSA robot(s)
VIT/ROWER

PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR

CTS/Remote Visual

VIT/ROWER

CTS/IPID
Benthos/MiniRover
MKI

Remotec/RM 10A
Manipulators

An Internal Pipe Inspection robot was
used to inspect Indian Point 2 plant's
20" - 28" low pressure turbine steam
extraction lines leading to the low
pressure feedwater heater

Visual inspection of 5" FRE conduits
Inspect cooling water intake structures
at Astoria Phantom robot fossil station
Internal inspection of service water
piping at Arthur Kill fossil plant
Steam generator primary side tube eddy-
current and plugging at Indian Point 2
J. H. Campbell plant feedwater pipe and
valve inspection; and retrieval of
miscellaneous objects (nuts, stud wire,
metal shavings)
Inspected internal condition of piping
wall weldments of approximately 7200
linear feet of 24" water supply piping.
Internal, visual on 1" main circ. pump
equalizer line
Inspected 400 feet of McGuire plant's
control room air inlet ducting
Internal pipe inspection of 18" line
Reactor vessel and spent fuel pool
inspection and retrieval at Oconee (est.
savings in excess of $500,000)
Used dual arm manipulators for radwaste
handling (est. savings $25,000 -
$40,000)



Dugesne Light

Florida Power & Light

10/90

4/90

5/85

Georgia Power Company

GPU Nuclear

1990
1986

11/84

3/85

7/86

VIT/ROWER

R.0.V.Technologies

RÖ Products 100'
Insulator Washer
with boom tip
mounted fiber
optic transmitting
video camera
CTS/IPID
CTS/IPID

RRV (Reconnaisance
Vehicle) Field
Robortics Center
of CMU (Carnegie
Mellon University)
RCS (Remote Core
Sampler), Field
Robotics Center
of CMU

RWV (Remote Work
Vehicle), Field
Robotics Center
of CMU.

Beaver Valley plant large diameter pipe
and heat exchanger tube sheet inspection
Underwater inspection and debris removal
from Crystal River 3 plant's 48" service
water piping system
Remote inspection of transmission and
distribution pole hardware

Visual of raw water piping
Visual inspection of 300' of underground
6" piping
Three Mile Island (TMI) reconnaissance
and cleanup operations ; continual use
in the basement of Unit-2 for four years
without failure.

Obtained samples to determine
penetration severity of contaminants
inside containment wall of TMI

Heavy duty demolition of equipment in
basement area of TMI



Utility
GPU Nuclear

Date
7/88

Robot Vendor/Robot
PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR

1982/83 CTS/IPID

Application
Conducted complete internal visual
inspection of Oyster Creek's 14"
secondary cooling water system to
locate sites of microbiologically
influenced corrosion (MIC).
Re-inspected piping after removal
of turbicles.
Recirc pipe internal remote liquid
penetrant for IGSCC

Gulf States Utilities

Iowa Public Service

1988

11/87

Long Island Lighting

Maine Yankee

10/89

5/90

5/90

ARD/Scavenger

PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR

Visual Inspection
Technologies

Benthos/MiniRover

SwRI/FAST PAR

Cleaned 12-18 inches of sludge out of
the nine radwaste floor and equipment
drain collection tanks
Conducted internal visual inspection
of Neal Generating Station's 19"
pulverized coal transport piping
systems to determine pipe and
refractory wear conditions
Use of pipecrawling device to check
internal conditions at Northport 1
fossil plant's stop valves and
control valve steam chest
Reactor vessel visual inspection (est.
savings $20,000)
Reactor vessel 10 year inspection
(est. savings $60,000)



Main Yankee

New England Power

New Hampshire Yankee

5/90

5/90

5/90

1987

1989

4/88

Niagara Mohawk 5/90

1990

EBASCO/Remote
Pan & Tilt
EBASCO/Remote

ARD/MiniScavenger

CIS/Remote Fixture

CIS/Remote Visual
Equipment
PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR

RedZone Robotics/
TROD (Tethered
Remote Operating
Device
CTS/Remote Visual

Reactor vessel head visual inspection
(est. savings 2 man-rem: $20,000)
Internal inspection of 3 valves (est.
savings 1 man-rem: $10,000)
Vacuumed the bottom of the refueling
cavity
Video bore inspection of high pressure
and low pressure turbine and jack shaft
Internal visual on boiler unit for
internal piping
Inspected the internal condition of
800 linear feet of 22" cement lined
service water supply piping at Seabrook
Nuclear Station utilizing remote
controlled radial view capability
to inspect piping joints
Waste barrel desludging, retrieval &
decon ofof basement of Nine Pint by
manipulator mounted on overhead monorail
with power tool kit
Internal visual, assist in debris
removal



Ui Utility Robot Vendor/Robot Application

Niagara Mohawk

Northeast Utilities

Northern States Power

New York State Electric
and Gas

1988

1987

1986

1985
11/89

1987

1986
1/90

1989
1990

1990
1990
1990
1990

CTS/IPID

ARD/Surveyor

CTS/IPID

CTS/IPID

Mercury Company/
R.O.V. Technologies
CTS/IPID

CTS/IPID
Foster Miller/CECIL-4

CTS/IPID
CTS/Remote Visual

CTS/Remote Visual
CTS/Remote Visual
CTS/Remote Visual
CTS/Remote Visual

Feedwater system inspection and lost
part search
Inspection of radwaste drum storage area
at Nine Mile Point
Pipe inspection and condenser tube
inspection
Remote visual at boiler tubes
Reactor vessel cavity/internals removal
and inspection at Connecticut Yankee
Internal visual of feedwater lines,
discharge and suction. Turbine steam
extraction lines
Visual of 8" balance line
Inspected and sludge lanced steam
generators at Prairie Island 1 plant
Internal visual of 14" feedwater lines
Boiler tube lost parts retrieval

Internal visual of lock
Internal visual and retrieval
Internal visual, hanger inspection
Internal visual-extraction lines on
turbine

1990 CTS/Remote Visual Internal visual
part retrieval

LP turbine piping



Nebraska Public Power
Ontario Hydro

1990
1986-1988

1986 to
Present

1990

1988 to
Present

1985 to
Present

1986

Orange & Rockland Utilities 1990

Pacific Gas & Electric

Pennsylvania Power & Light 11/90

CIS/Remote Visual
SEA SCANNER

SEAWHIP

RSI/SEAMOR

ANDREA/CALVIN
Manipulators
Vendor: B&W

CIGAR
Vendors: AECL/CGE

PEDSCO/RMI

CIS/Remote Visual

6/88 and 9/90 PLS Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 9050 PCR

VIT/SPOT

Internal visual, RHR pipe part retrieval
Remote underwater inspections of
Pickering NGS-B Units 6 and 8 shield
tank internals
Remote inspection of coal receiving dock
supports at Lambton TGS
Underwater biological research.
Examinations at various hydroelectric
and thermal generating sites
Remote underwater inspection of
Pickering NGS-B Unit 8 shield tank
internals
Teleoperated manipulators used for visual
inspections and maintenance work in
Pickering NGS-A (all 4 units) cal.
vaults
Inhouse development for fuel channel
inspection in all CANDU nuclear
generating sites.
Bruce NGS-A used for failed fuel pellet
retrieval using a remote mobile unit
Internal visual inspection and parts
retrieval
Visually inspected the internal
condition of 2500 linear feet of two
10" high pressure natural gas lines
running under the Sacramento River.

Remote visual inspection of Wallenpaupac
pipe inner diameter surface condition
and riveted pipe joints; and inspection
of turbine discharge raceway



00 Utility
Pennsylvania Power & Light

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1989

Robot Vendor/Robot
ARD/SuperScavenger

Application

REMOTEC Inc./
Andros MKII

REMOTEC Inc./
Andros MKVI

REMOTEC Inc./
Andros MKVI

CTS/IPID

CIS/Remote Visual

Shroud Head Bolt
Cutter

Benthos/Mini
Rover MKII

Shroud Head Bolt
Cutter

Robot was equipped with a pan and tilt
camera to enhance maneuverings. Used
with the hydrolaze fixture to decon the
floor of the Susquehanna Unit 2 resin
regen surge tank.
Used to clean plugged flow mixing
eductors inside the Susquehanna waste
sluge phase separator tank. The robot
inserted a hydrolazer lance into the
eductors. Pressures to 10,000 psi were
used.

Used to perform survey of Susquehanna
RWCU phase separator tanks to determine
sludge level in tanks
Used to perform survey of Susquehanna
RWCU phase separator tank rooms and
verify stroke of remotely operated valve
in the room

Internal., visual of turbine steam
extraction line
Interal visual blowdown headers
economizer piping
Device developed in-house at PP&L used &
to rejected shroud head bolts following
Unit 1 refueling outage
Reactor vessel ISI - Susquehanna Unit 1

Device developed in-house at PP&L to
remotely section rejected shroud head
bolts under water



Pennsylvania Power & Light 1989

1989

1989

1988

1988

Benthos/Mini
Rover MKII
ARD Corp./Super
Scavenger-Container
Prod. Corp./Kelly Vac

ARD Corp,/Super
Scavenger
PENTEK Inc./Moose

ARD Corp./Super
Scavenger

1988

1988

1988

Benthos/Mini
Rover MKl

ARD Corp./Super
Scavenger

EPRI/Surveyor

Reactor vessel ISI Susquehanna Unit 2

Super Scavenger was equipped with a
vacuum fixture for the Kelly Vac
Decon system. This combination was
used to decon the Susquehanna Unit 2
equipment pit floor.
Used to underwater vacuum the floor of
the Unit 1 equipment pit

Used to prepare concrete floor surface
for painting. Performed dustless
scabbling of approximately 10,000 sq.
ft.
Used to underwater vacuum the floor of
Susquehanna Unit 2 equipment pit
Fitted with a hydrolaze fixture, the
robot was used to hydrolaze resin from
the floor of the Susquehanna Unit 2
resin regen surge tank room
Used to perform radiation survey of CST
interior and to monitor divers cleaning
Susquehanna Unit 2 CST walls
Used to vacuum highly radioactive resin
from the floor of the Susquehanna Unit 2
condensate storage tank

Demonstrated remote surveillance of high
rad areas. First application of EPRI
Surveyor in an operating nuclear plant.



Utility
Philadelphia Electric

Potomac Electric Power

10/90

6/90

3/90

2/90

1/90

9/89

9/89

8/89

1983

1990
1990

Robot Vendor/Robot
RSI/SEAMOR

RSI/SEAMOR

Benthos/MiniRover

RSI/SEAMOR

RSI/SEAMOR

RSI/SEAMOR

RSI/SEAMOR

RSI/SEAMOR

CTS/IPID
Remote Fixture

CTS/Remote Visual
CTS/Remote Visual

Application
Perform visual inspection of welds in a
BWR reactor vessel above the core
Remote inspection of 350 feet of 24 inch
corrugated steel storm drain pipe at
Croydon fossil station; looking for oily
fluid intrusion
Inspect drain piping for pieces of tank
lining and blockage

Underwater inspection of Peach Bottom's
Unit 3 circulating pump valve seating
surface
Spent fuel pool verification at Peach
Bottom
Peach Bottom Unit 3 reactor vessel core
verification prior to reassembly of
reactor vessel internals
Inspection of Peach Bottom Unit 3's
interior wall coating of plant's torus
Remote inspection of Peach Bottom Unit
3's river water intake structure and
traveling water screens
PT of stainless steel drywell
penetrations and recirc. pump flow
splitters
Internal visual of water wall tubes
Internal visual; boiler header



Potomac Electric Power 1990

1990
Public Service Elec. & Gas Co. 10/90

8/90

5/90

1990

1989/90

8/89
7/89
6/89
5/89
5/89

CTS/Remote Visual

CTS/IP1D

ARD/SuperScavenger-
"SCAVEYOR"

VIT/ROWER

Foster Miller/
CECIL - 4

MUTC Robot

REMOTEC/SURBOT-T

REMOTEC/SURBOT-T
it rt

n ti

Foster Miller/CECIL-4

Internal visual of headers and
superheater
Internal visual of water wall tubes

underwater cleaning of sludge from
waste settling basins at Bergen fossil
station
Visual inspection of 20 feet of
underground 230-KV SF6 bus at Hudson
fossil generating station
Inspected Salem 2 steam generator for
sludged and foreign objects( est. value
to company approximately $1,000,000)
Pressure vessel wall thickness and fuel
oil tank wall thickness measurements
at various PSE&G fossil and natural gas
station sites.
Various health physics and controlled
radiation area inspection/surveillance/
monitoring tasks.
Hope Creek turbine enclosure floor
inspection
Loose support hanger inspection at Hope
Creek
Hope Creek moisture separator inspection
Sodium 24 test monitoring at Hope Creek
Inspected Salem 1 steam generator for
sludge and foreign objects (est. value
to company approximately of $1,000,000)



o\K) Utility
Public Service Electric
and Gas Company

Date
10/89

10/89

12/88

12/88

11/87-
Present

11/87

9/87

1987-
present
11/86

6/86

4/86

Robot Vendor/Robot
ARD/SuperScavenger
Kelly Vac Robot
combination
Benthos/MiniRover
MKII

Benthos/MiniRover
MKI
VIT/ROWER

Kelly Vac System

VIT/ROWER

Benthos/MiniRover
MKI

Hitachi/Control Rod
Drive Rebuild Robot
MUTC robot

MUTC robot

ARD/Scavenger

Application

Used during Hope Creek outage to clean
the floor of the reactor cavity

Underwater inspection of torus at Hope
Creek (est. savings $20,000)
Inspection of Salem 2 fuel transfer
channel (est. savings $12,500)
Used pipe crawler to inspect a portion
of service water pipe at Hope Creek
General area decontamination at Hope
Creek (est. savings to-date in excess of
$88,000)
Inspection of storm drainage piping
field at Bayway Switching Station
10 year ISI at Salem 1 for reactor
pressure vessel and internals (est.
savings $635,000)
Installed at Hope Creek and estimated to
save $750,000 per year
Test of Mobile Ultrasonic Transport
Carrier (MUTC) for measuring wall
thickness of boiler tubes at Burlington
#7 fossil plant
Demonstration of MUTC on Linden
Synthetic Natural Gas plant heater tubes
Used Scavenger pool cleaning robot to
clean floor of spent fuel pool at Hop.e
Creek (est. savings probably in $20,000
- $50,000 range)



Public Service Elec & Gas

Public Service of New
Hampshire
Rochester Electric & Gas

Toledo Edison

TVA

12/85 REMOTEC/SURBOT

10/85 ARD/Surveyor

1984 Westinghouse/ROSA

1986 Benthos/MiniRover
MK1

10/89 Visual Inspection

1990 CTS Remote Visual

1988 CTS/IPID

4/90 VIT/SPOT

1/90 R.O.V. Technologies

1989 - Transition Research/
Présent TVA

Demonstration of vehicle in Hope Creek
feedwater heater rooms
Demonstration .of vehicle at Salem and
Hope Creek
Use of ROSA at Salem for steam generator tube
primary side inspection/maintenance (est.
$47,000 savings per use)
Inspection of plant water intake tunnels
(est. savings $7,000 per day of use)

Inspection of high rad rooms and
pressure vessels Technologies (VIT) at
Ginna plant

Visual and UT inspection of heater drain
pump barrels; Visual inspection of
steam extraction piping.
Internal pipe inspection of all piping
systems associated with the moisture
separator reheater. Retrieval of lost
parts
Inspection of an 18 inch cast iron water
main (450 feet) within an earthen dam
Inspection of Brown's Ferry spent fuel
assemblies in spent fuel pool
Development of a transmission line
inspection robot

OJ



Utility
United Illuminating

Vermont Yankee Nuclear

Virginia Power

Wisconsin Electric

Date
1989

1990

1987

1987

11/86

12/88

1989

1988

1990
10/90

Robot Vendor/Robot

CIS/Remote Visual
Equipment
CIS/Remote Visual

CIS/Remote Visual
Equipment

CTS/HSE IPID

PLS, Int./PLS 2000
with PLS 2001 PCR

Application

CTS/IPID

CIS/Remote Visual
Equipment

CIS/Remote Visual

(ROSA III) Remote
Operated Service
Arm, Westinghouse
Nuclear Service
Division (WNSD)

Internal visual of 2" boiler tubes

Internal visual feedwater heater
inspections
Visual inspection of 8" valve

Internal pipe inspections : Feedwater
discharge lines, feedwater drain lines,
steam extraction line inspection
Conducted complete visual inspection of
3500 linear feet of North Anna's 36"
primary cooling system
Developed an in-house underwater remote
inspection vehicle to inspect the Bath
County Pumped Hydro Station's reservoir
and penstock tunnels
Inspection of 24" buried service water
piping
Internal pipe inspection of turbine-
related piping
Internal pipe inspection on turbine deck
Eddy current and mechanical plug servie
of steam generator tubes at Point Beach
by robotic arm.



Wisconsin Electric
(Continued)

1988

1986

CTS/IPID

Benthos/MiniRover MK1

Inspection of feedwater heater and MSR/
drain/dump systems
Reactor vessel inspection at Point Peach
plant (est. savings $500,000+)

Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear RedZone Robotics/
Remote Tank Inspection
(RTI) Robotic System

Visual inspection for corrosion inside
underground nuclear waste tanks at INEL
by robotic arm on vertical deployment
system.
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ROBOTS FOR THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS - PROSPECTS AND REALITY

P. JEZEQUEL
Electricité de France,
Noisy-le-Grand, France

Abstract

Remote operation and robotics techniques were
introduced into French nuclear power plants at the most
seven years ago, particularly with the pilot repair of
internal core structures in the CHINON A3 G.G.C.R.
system, christened the I.S.I.S. Since then, E.D.F.'s
operational and research sectors have been organized to
officially encompass the notion of "robotics"
development. However, these sectors remain somewhat on
the fringe with respect to the overall development of
equipment.

The concept proposed i.e. that of robots or remote
tools, often provides an alternative to the set, but much
more dedicated notion of the "special machine". In the
case of robots or remote tools/ their versatility, both
with regards to the tools used and to programming of a
given task, offers the definite functional advantage of a
large range of potential applications, but poses an
organizational problem if they are to become directly
operational.

The complexity of the system created also increases
the level of training required, with regards to both
control and maintenance.

This brings us to the crux of the problem: is the
alternative a. necessity in the unavoidable terms of
technical means, safety and (or) cost?

A. Aĵ ĵgj;.s„.goj3LC_ejgaiiailg, , ,t,he_jajc,.tiy..e pppulallP-D-J af

These aspects stem from two basic problems:
- the reduced accessibility of components:
There is generally reduced access either due to
construction costs (concrete/steel shell kept as
small as possible), or to the isolation of safety
barriers (minimum diameter of manholes/ minimum
openings in tanks and primary circuit components),
or for purely technological reasons (eg. very dense
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SG tube bundle for optimum heat exchange). A
compromise is therefore generally sought between
the initial notion of safety (barriers) and the
need for observation or intervention during the
lifetime of the power plant. This first
restriction, imposed by the question of
accessibility, therefore induces man to explore
ways of remote intervention, which does not
necessarily mean remote operation or robotics,
since the tools used can be specific to a task and
a given component (example; micro-mechanics).
~ dose rates :
This aspect means that the designer must find a
compromise between the development of remote
working methods and duplication of the same tasks
by an increasing number of personnel . The factors
to be considered here are collective dosimetry and
individual dosimetry. The solution will be
optimized from this point of view by use of the
ALARA method. In certain cases, analysis is rapid
and remote controlled intervention is necessary
(fuel).
The following fields come into play during the
lifetime of a power plant:

1- &QJ3E£Ju-JOâ ^ e
This depends on the three complementary notions
of productivity, safety and speciality. A
typical example is that of steam generators,
where control and maintenance (of tubes) are
often dissociated, but where there is an
increasing harmonization of the means being
developed to solve the problems involved. Ten or
fifteen years ago, there was only one carrier
for each type of control. Five or six years ago,
the notion of control carrier as distinct from
maintenance carrier appeared, thus lending a
certain degree of versatility to the function of
carrier. The current aspects of dosimetry inside
steam generators has led both operators and
manufacturers to study the solution of robots
and truly multi-task remote manipulators which
have direct access from outside the water bowl.
It is obvious that the machines used in this
field will eventually have automatic functions
and reconfigurable kinetics in space, which will
make them robots rather than non-reconf igurable
dedicated machines.
At the same time, safety will necessarily be
reinforced by the need to use computer-based
tools to memorize the work carried out (where,
when, how); mapping of steam generator tube
plates, for example, is, by its very structure,
an excellent document for keeping trace of and
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defining the work to be carried out by an
"automated" machine.

2. Incidents
Incident-related phases are based on the
assumption that a stable state of the system
will be rapidly achieved.
The robotics aspect must always be compared with
the human aspects of intervention (rapidity,
competence, physical potential). When it comes
to the question of "mobility", robotics is
currently slow to be implemented; on the other
hand, the "remote operation" aspect can offer a
long term solution, provided that the
mechanical, energy and control aspects of the
problem are solved. In this respect, it would be
useful to define standard modules (the principle
behind "Lego" and "Meccano"), in order to offer
the "systems manufacturer" a sufficient range of
components to solve any given problem.
The second point, more closely related to
automation and preventive maintenance, is to
offer structures which facilitate logistics and
communications (standby and backup facilities,
tracks, maintenance networks, etc.) in order to
solve the problems of rapidity, accessibility
and communication (reduction of wiring times,
etc.)

3. lUsmantllag
Remote operation methods are definitely a
potential aid for the implementation of special
machines which could work for long hours in a
given place (transport aspect) or for direct
work on components when the latter require
particular skill and a degree of adaptability
which cannot be either programmed or modellized
beforehand.

Workers and the surrounding population - Accidents
The accident related situation covers two aspects:
- the immediate intervention solution which
supposes both rapid organization and special means
of intervention (aimed at protecting people and
providing maximum confinement).
- maintaining and then going back to a specific
configuration, which supposes appropriate logistics
and on-going work carried out on a long-term basis.
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The solutions here are of another order and
correspond to the notion of a guarantee, in which
the people involved and the means available to them
must be pooled to form a consortium.
Potential solutions have unfortunately been tested
with varying degrees of success at CHERNOBYL and
T.M.I. With regards to intervention which is both
internal and external to the reactor building,
mobile land and air vehicles of the remote operated
type and manipulator arms must be developed on a
transborder level and with an exchange potential in
mind. This means, in particular, that it is
possible to envisage the creation or reinforcement
of structures:
. on a technological transborder level (eg.
standardization, telecommunications),
on a trans "orderer" level (eg. civil safety,
armament, nuclear, space),
on a financial level (industrial consortiums,
insurance pools) in order to facilitate the
development of appropriate means and to separate
budget-related aspects concerning normal
maintenance from those concerning "risk-related"
developments.

II. POTENTIAL ACTION

A. Techniques
1• Means of analysis
Since we are dealing with a field in which the
analysis of outline proposals and the
methodological follow-up of pluridisciplinary
actions in the course of time are of fundamental
importance, it is essential that the following
computer type analysis tools be developed or
adapted to nuclear power plants:
- value analysis
- simulation C.Ä.D.

definition of specifications and organization
(eg. S.A.D.T.)
- analysis / dosimetric reports (eg. DOSIANA
DOSIECO, C.E.P.N. software)
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or of the physical type:
- benchmark and performance tests,
- on-line telediagnosis for maintenance and
troubleshooting.

2. Improvement of logistics
The parallel utilization of robot control files and
coherent management of these files would enable a
coherent file to be established for each "risk"
component in a nuclear power plant, thus providing a
liaison between preventive and corrective maintenance.
This could be completed by physical means to help
convey information and materials during maintenance
phases in particular.

3. Feedback on the design of new power plants
The integration of robotics can be envisaged:

with regards to the actual design and construction
of power plants, in so far as productivity is
concerned (modularity, manufacturing control). This
would facilitate the design of machinery to be used
during the maintenance and development^phases ;
with regards to the integration of standby
facilities in proximity to components, thus
facilitating maintenance work.

B. Structures and organizations
Various units exist which can be reinforced both with
respect to nominal power and in exchange structures.

1. Standardization / training
A number of standards exist in the field of C.I.M.
robotics, but few in the field of hostile
environments, particularly when it comes to the
definition of vocabulary and performance
characteristics and the training of qualified
specialist operators.

2. Information networks
Various networks are available in the nuclear power
field (Safety Reflection Network, Maintenance /
Operation Reflection Network). A robotics approach
along the lines of users' groups could be
reinforced (U.S. R.M.U.G., TELEMAN USERS' GROUP).
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3. European projects / Consortium for reflection on
future development
Various potential projects exist with very
different end-purposes and budgets. (On a European
level, these mainly include EUREKA, ESPRIT, TELEMAN
and DISMANTLING TECHNICS). There is little
coordination of efforts made to encourage the
transfer and continuity of projects from one
programme to another and an ad hoc
operator/constructor consortium for reflection on
future development which is non-existent at present
could provide a much-needed catalyst in the field
of robotics.

CONCLUSION

The reflections mentioned above are complementary to the
previous Working Document drafted in March 1991. As such,
they are the subject of an open debate which can
obviously only lead, for the time being, to
recommendations by specialists working in the field.
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THE USE OF ROBOTS FOR ENHANCING THE
OPERATIONAL SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

A.B. POBEDONOSTSEV, S.L. SHASHKIN
Experimental Machine Building Design Bureau,
Nizhniy Novgorod,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

First generation robots are robots with program-based control. These robots are
intended for performing certain previously programmable sequence of operations. Second
generation robots are robots with adaptive control. Adaptive robots are distinguished
from program-controlled robots, firstly, by considerably greater assortment of sensoric
devices and, secondly, by more complex automatic control system. The nest third
generation of robots are robots with intelligent control from computer. They are
distinguished from second generation robots through a complexity of functions and
perfectness of automatic control system including some or other element of artificial
intellect. Now in wide use are first and second generation robots. Third generation robots
are in the stage of creation.

INTRODUCTION

One of directions allowing to enhance the efficacy of
industrial production is automation. As the automation means
allowing both controlling and moving activity of Man robotic
devices (robots) are used According to a defintion of the American
Institute of Robots (1): "Robot is a reprogrammable
multifunctional manipulator intended for transferring materials,
details, tooling or special devices with the help of
reprogrammable variable set of movements aimed at fulfilment of a
wide range of problems". Depending on the type of motoric system
used and character of technological operations carried out the
robots can be manipulating, transport, measuring ones, etc.

It is accepted to divide robots into three generations. The
reason for such evolutional classification was that the robots in
the course of their evolution had gone through a series of
qualitative changes both in respect to the element base on which
they are built and control principles realized in their automatic
control system. (2)

First generation robots are robots with program-based control.
These robots are intended for performing certain previausly
programmable sequence of operations. Control in this case is
effected to a fixed program. The capability to percept the
environment in the workzone is practically absent by first
generation robots therefore these robots can not function
autonomously.

Second generation robots are robots with adaptive control.
Adaptive robots are distinguished from program-controlled robots,
firstly, by considerably greater assortment of sensoric devices
particularly external sensors (television or optical systems of
artificial vision, tactile, location sensors, etc.) and, secondly,
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by more complex automatic control system. The latter is not more
reduced to a simple device for recognition and development of
fixed motion program as by first generation robots but requires
for its realization a control computer. The most perfect is such
control technique where to sensor-based control with feed-back is
added algorithm of automatic adjustment (self-adjustment) of its
parameters.

The next third generation af robots are robots with intelligent
control from computer. They are distinguished from second
generation robots through a complexity of functions and
perfectness of automatic control system including some or other
element of artificial intellect. The intelligent robots are
intended not only for imitation of physical action of the Man but
rather for automatization of his intellectual activity, i.e. for
solving production problems of intellectual character.

Now in wide use are first and second generation robots. Third
generation robots are in the stage of creation.

Nuclear power engineering is historucally one of the first
industries where robots were introduced. Robot are used for fuel
reprocessing in plants, during nuclear power plants (NPPs)
refuelling, equipment diagnostics, repair, in post-accident
activity, during NPPs decommissioning. The use of robots is
dictated by the necessity and reason to replace the Man where high
radiation fields are present, aggresive media are used, compact
layout of equipment, during fulfilment of actions which are not
inherent to Man in his normal activity.

This material is limited to the consideration of the field of
using robots for enhancing safety during NPPs operation.

1. ROLE AND PLACE OF AUTOMATICS AND ROBOTS IN
ASSURING SAFETY

Devices of automatics and robot engineering used for the NPPs
operational safety are used in various plant systems. Their
contribution to safety depends in a considerable degree on what
for realization of what functions these devices are intended.

In reactor plants developed during last years the use of
simplest devices of automatics are envisaged which change their
state at corresponding change of external conditions (any one
parameter = pressure, temperature, etc.). The devices are
intended for control of actuation of safety systems effecting
protective actions at realization of emergency conditions. These
devices are made simple with minimum of parts, with simplest
kinematic scheme and are placed immediately on the equipment of
reactor plant. Such devices can be considered as a simplest
automaton. The principle of action of the device is based on what
that at attaining by the parameter under control (pressure, for
example) the emergency value the device under action of the
parameter changes sharply its state and realizes conditions for
safety systems' actuation. Reset of the device is possible only
after disappearance of conditions which effected its actuation.

The use of such automatons for fulfilment of the functions of
control over safety systems allows to considerably enhance the
operational safety.
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The folowing is attained by this:
* actuation of automaton from direct action of controllable

regime parameter allows to actuate the safety systems for
sufficiently large soectrum of emergency situations independent
from the cause of their arising;

* the device should be considered as a redundant control
channel in addition to control channels containing electronic
components ;

* placing the device immediately on equipment in the region of
high temperature and radiation fields eliminates its being acted
upon by Man (erraneous or purposeful).

The example of such device can be CPS drives' motor electric
power breaker developed for AST-500 - type reactor plants. This
device assures CPS drives' motors electric power circuit breaking
when pressure in the reactor reaches the emergency setting.

The CPS working memeber under gravity are lowered into the core
of the reactor and effect its shutdown. The scheme in Fig.l
illustrates the use of the device.

One of the most labor-consuming and complex technological
processes in NPPs is the refuelling including a complex of
operations for replacing spent fuel with fresh one. The refuelling
is a dangerous regime from nuclear point of view reguiring great
attention and consisting of a great number of tecnological
operations performed in certain succession. The automation of
refuelling in NPPs allow to enhance the safety of the process due
to lowering of specific collective irradiation dose for the
operating personnel. Reduced is also the possibility of arising
dangerous situation from nuclear point of view due to erraneous
actions of personnel during the process control. The main
expedient of automation of refuelling process is its robotization.
The possibility of robotization is by sufficiently simple
algorithm of the technological process, fixed position of
refuelling zone, availability of corresponding technological
equipment, modern level of computational engineering and control
means' development.

The robotization of the refuelling process is realized in
operating NPPs and is envisaged in projects of new NPPs. As an
example the use of universal refuelling, machine (URM) for AST -
type reactors can be considered. The scheme illustrating the use
of URM is given in Fig.2.

The main parts of the URM are: bridge, cart, refuelling
mechanism. The bridge and cart assure the movement of the
refuelling mechanism over the reactor hall and across the area
between decay pond and core. With the help control system the
refuelling machine is placed over the required core cell. The
refuelling mechanism grab connects to the head of a fuel assembly
(FA) . Then the FA is retracted into a shielding container. The
shielding container serves for housing the FA tigether with
coolant and assurens biological shielding during refuelling when
the FA with the help of the bridge and cart is brought to the
decay pond where placing of the FA into corresponding nest
occours. Placing new FAs into the core is done in reverse order
and in same way.

The refuelling machine control system assures the automation of
control, collection, processing and representation of information
on the control desk. The control system effects the fulfilment of
remote and automatic post-operational control. The latter is
brought about by commands conveyed from the control desk to the
system. Each command is associated with a definite operation
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representing a complete set of motions of one or several
mechanisms executed in one point of coordinates and for one
cassette or transferring the refuelling machine between two points
of coordinates in the reactor hall. The automated post-operational
regime is realized with the help of a computer set. The
determination of the necessity of fulfilment of any operation and
its initiation is done by operator. Non-fulfilment of only one
condition is accepted by controlling computer complex as violation
of technology and initiation of operation is barred. The
pre-accidental situations are controlled by control system with
the help of hardware interlocks.

Robots in NPPs are used in plant eguipment technical
diagnostics systems to improve NPPs' operation safety due to
recognition of an early stage of symptoms and failure with
dangerous consequences, to prognosticale their development. On the
basis of the results of technical diagnostics the personnel takes
measures corresponding to each failure (for example preparation of
eguipment for repair, lowering and limiting power level, etc.).

The criterion for referring this system and equipment unit to
the items to be diagnozed is the enfluence of this element on
safety.

REACTOR VESSEL

SAFE7Y VESSEL

1 V. ". V " V ." V.

\
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VERTICAL TRANSFER
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The fulfilment of control and diagnostics' functions, as a
rule, proceeds with the help of measuring transducers permanently
installed in definite control points. But this decision is not
always economically justified and technically feasible. The this
case it is expedient to use robots effecting the transfer of
transducers from one point of control to anothes point, i.e.
scanning the transducer relative to the subject of control.

One of directions using robots in diagnostics' system is their
use for periodic control of NPPs' equipment during power unit
shutdowns when it is required to bring the diagnostics' equipment
to the object of control. The fulfilment of the functions by
personnel particulary in heavy accessible places and in zones of
high radioahe turning device is inctivity is not possible. Robots
used for these diagnostics' aims represent in this case an
aggregatable self- moving complexes equipped with scaning modules
for the fulfilment of a series of periodical investigations, for
example, reactor vessel metal integrity control, determination of
its physico- mechanical properties, etc.

An example of using robots in a technical diagnostics' system
is the manipulator for external check of AST-500 reactor vessels.
The manipulator is intended for remote television and ultra-sound
inspection of reactor vessel external surface and television
survey of safety vessel internal surface. Fig.3 explains the
design and use of the robot.

The equipment of the manipulator is installed in annular gap
with minimal clearances and has minimal mass and overall
dimensione. Cabinits with control systems' hardware are installed
beyond the safety vessel at a distance of approximately 10
meters. The main parts of the manipulator are turning device and
vertical transfer mechanism. The turning device is intended for
moving control devices on the vessels' circumference and consists
of rotary frame, drive for turning and rack for the mechanism of
vertical transfer. The mechanism consist of a cart with drive on
which cart control devices, pressing mechanism and turning device
are installed. The vessel control is done linewise, i.e. after
moving the control devices through full circumference vertical
transfer is carried out and the horizontal movement through full
circumference répètes, and so on. The connection of control
devices to the control system is effected by cable.

2. REQUIREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS

The use of robots in technical diagnosing systems naturally
promotes the improvement of safety because it allows to reveal
and prognosticate failures in the equipment operation. From the
other hand, the robots themselves can be considered as the source
of increased danger capable in case of non-controllable movements
and manipulations with equipment and rigging lead to failures of
the equipment under control and of other equipment which can get
into the reach of uncontrollable robot. Therefore, on the use of
robots in diagnostics' systems certain limitations are imposed to
lower the possibilities of fulfilment by the robot of dangerous
uncontrollable actions with severe consequences.

The robots are complex aggregates with mechanical part and
control system; therefore the requirements and limitations for
robots used for diagnostics should encompass both the mechanical
part and control system as well as the aggregate in general.
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The mechanical part should meet the following requirements:
1) Path of robot movement to the equipment under control should

be specified and selected with account of reach of the moving
manipulator. The working zone of the Manipulator and path of its
movement schould be limited. The structural element limiting the
outrun of the manipulator beyond its working zone should be
designed for loads with account of dynamic and static forces.

2) Manipulator drive should develop forces providing the
fulfilment of specified functions but not sufficient for imparting
failures to the equipment under control in case of non-controlled
movements caused by failures of mechanical part of control system.

3) For various types of equipment the corresponding
manipulators should be developed. The use of all-purpose
manipulators should be substantiated.

As the control system concerns the following measures are
suggested:

1) The control system should provide the possibility of
program- based control regime including the adaptive one and
remote manual control regime. The initiation of each program cycle
should remain with the operator.

2) For preventing failures of rigging, the diagnozed equipment,
the robot itself and failures in the control system one should
provide for suitable interlocks the state of which should be
monitored.

3) The interlocks provided for operation in one mode should
prevent the operation in another mode and arbitrary switch over
from one mode to another one.

4) The control system should provide for permanent diagnozing.
If the possibility of fulfilment of any function provided in the
design is questioned a signal should be automatically formed for
stopping robot motion and the corresponding message should be sent
to operator.

5) The control system should provide the delivery of
information to operator about:

* operation mode;
* readiness of manipulator to motion during fulfilment of

controlling program;
* operation of interlocks;
* failures arising.
6) The robot control system should have a device for emergency

shutdown actuating by command of operator when the robot
functinability is impaired.At the actuation of the emergency
shutdown device the robot movement should be terminated. The
repeted initiation of robot should be done only by operator's
command.

The emergency shutdown device should be used only in cases
where danger of robot failure or failure of technological
equipment arises. But if the stoppage of robot movement can lead
to the appearance of emergency situation the robot manipulations
assuring the nuclear safety should be completed. The realization
of the priority level should proceed on the apparatue level.

The robot as the aggregate in general should meet the following
requirements :

1) The robots should be developed with account of possible
external impacts in NPPs, for example, seismical ones. In the case
the robots should not be the cause of impairing the equipment
functionability or of creating an emergency situation.

2) The control system element base chosen should be designed
for operation at possible electromagnetic interference and in
radiation fields.
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3) Design of robots and structural materials used should allow
the use of decontaminating solutions.

4) For robotic devices used for the aims of diagnostics the
questions should be considered associated with possible failures
of robots placed in the zone with high radiation level. The
engineering means should be provided and organizational measures
developed for thir removal from dangerous zone for undertaking
repair.

CONCLUSION

The use of simplest automatons and more complex robotic devices
favors the enhancement of nuclear sources' operation safety.

The use of robotic devices for the aims of technical diagnozing
of equipment state allows to reveal the symptoms of arising
anomalies on the early stage and to take measures corresponding to
a failure revealed. Thereby is reached the possibility to lower
the risk of the whole class of assidents what results in
improvement of operation safety. The use of robots in diagnostics
systems is determined by the neressity to bring the diagnozing
equipment to the object of control in conditions of restrictness
and availability of high radiation fields.

The robotic devices used for the substitution of spent fuej. for
fresh one allow to improve the safety of refuelling regime. The
process requires permanent attention, strictness, strict
observation of operation sequence, is distinguished by its
monotony, i.e. it requires the realization of such functions which
are not inherent to the Man in his normal activity. The
robotization of the refuelling process favors diminishing of NPP
personnel irradiation dose, lowers the risk of creation by the
personnel of a dangerous situation from the nuclear point of view,
reduces the period of nuclear power unit shutdown.

Inclusion into the reactor plant equipment of self-actuating
automatic devices assuring by creation of emergency condition the
initiation reactor emergency protection actuation direct by the
mode parameter directly favors the NPP safety at sufficiently
large accident spectra including failures of protective actions'
control systems containing electronic components and including
personnel errors.

At the same time in case of the use robotic devices in NPPs it
is necessary to provide measures counteracting possible danderous
reactions from their side at violation of normal operation mode.
The use of robots should be strictly substantiated. It is
recommended to thoroughly consider questions associated with
possible failures of robotic devices, functioning in highly
intensive radiation field, with the possibility of bringing the
robots, in these cases, into the zone of their normal dwelling for
performing repairs.
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USE OF REMOTE OPERATED EQUIPMENT IN THE
INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF THE REACTOR AT
ATUCHA I NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

N. RIGA, H. KOHN, G. MOLITERNO
Comisidn National de Energfa Atömica,
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Abstract

On August 11, 1988, failures in a cooling channel of Atucha I Nuclear Power
Plant in Argentina were detected.

This paper describes the use of remote operated equipment for the subsequent
repair. The work on the repair included the following phases: inspection of core intervals
with an underwater TV camera, definition of repair methods, design and construction of
the necessary tools, repair and finally inspection and evaluation of repair results.

1.- SUMMARY

On August 11, 1988, were detected failures in a cooling
channel of Atucha I Nuclear Power Plant (CNA-I) in Argentina.
This Plant was commissioned in January 1974 and its
operation factor, that has reached 82,79% at the end of
1987, was severely affected by these failures not foreseen
in its design.
Consults made to several worldwide nuclear technology
companies showed there was no available experience in
similar cases.
The National Atomic Energy Commission (CNEA), through itstechnicians and professionals together with the help of itsassociated companies, faced the necessary operations to
manufacture elements of adequate technology, specially
developed for the ocassion.
These elements must be able to remove from reactor moderator
vessel, fuel elements parts, cooling channels parts,
isolation plates parts, etc., loosened as consequence of the
accident and which were located by a TV camera 3 weeks
before the damage ocurred.

2.- INTRODUCTION
CNA-I has a "nuclear island" which its design basis was the
MZFR reactor constructed by SIEMENS at Karlsruhe Nuclear
Center. This reactor, "pressure vessel" type, uses naturaluranium and is cooled and moderated with heavy water.
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FIG. 1. Reactor building.

1. Reactor
2. Steam generator
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8. lew pressure turbine
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FIG. 2. Atucha power plant circuits.
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The core has 253 fuel elements formed by a bundle of sheaths
with oxide of uranium pellets inside. These fuel elements
are located inside the same number of cooling channels. Said
channels transversed to the moderator tank are together with
it, the limits between the cooling medium and moderator.
Reactor control is made by control rods: 3 of stainlesssteel and 3 of hafnium, which are guided inside the reactorby components such as guiding tubes, of similarcharacteristics of cooling channels, that when entering inthe core allow the control of fission process in each one of
the levels of the required power.
The shutdown systems are: one by mean of 29 shutdown andcontrol rods and the other by mean of boron injection in
water solution.
This type of natural uranium and heavy water reactor,requires a refueling system with the reactor in operation.
The nuclear island components, safety and refueling systems
and any other auxiliary systems are placed inside a buildingformed by a steel sphere of 50 m. diameter and 20 mm.thickness and with a reinforced concrete shielding (Figs, i -
2).
When a damage or orifice is produced in the cooling channels
which lodged the fuel elements, the water of the primary
circuit goes to the moderator, increasing its temperature,at the same time reactivity decreases and reactor stops.
The apparent cause of accident was the loosening of theguiding tube of a lance of 50 min.diameter that measures the
heavy water level. This guiding tube stirred by themoderatoar flow inside reactor cuts itself, damaging alsothe thermal isolation of moderator tank. Inside this tankremain damaged parts which must be removed by remote
operated equipments, because the high radiactivity of area,"the small size of openings to enter inside the reactor and
the fact of being inmersed in heavy water.

3.- NEED OF REMOTE OPERATED EQUIPMENTS
The works for the repair of CNA-I included the followingphases:
a) Inspection of core internals by mean of an underwater TV
camera in order to determine the type and number of damagesproduced and position of these.
b) Definition of repair methods and tools necessary from thedata and results obtained during inspection.
c) Design and construction of the necessary equipments tooperate remotely.
d) Repairing.
e) Inspection and evaluation of the results of repairing.
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Phase a) and b) produced the execution of the followingworks:
- Cutting and removal of guiding tubes of lances Wl, W2 and
W5.
- Removal of loose guiding tube of lance W3.
- Removal and cleaning of loose parts in accessible areas ofmoderator tank bottom.
- Removal of loose parts inside reactor lower plenum.
- Removal of parts of R6 cooling channel (lower part) whichremains inside moderator tank.
- Cutting and removal of thermal isolation plates from
moderator tank walls, the loosed ones as well as those
partially fixed.
- Plugging of guiding orifices in moderator tank, opened dueremoval of guiding tubes of lances.

4.- SEARCH OF AVAILABLE EQUIPMENTS
Consults were made to several worldwide nuclear technology
companies, but as they lacked experience in similar cases,
it was determined the search of original solutions for the
repairing.
The companies directly consulted as well as through their
bibliography, were the following:
- Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires- AIM Enterprises
- ENSA - Nuclear Equipments - Decontamination and Radio-active Wastes
- HISPANO SUIZA - Division Robotique et Nucléaire
- ISIS ROBOTS - The maintenance BREAKTHROUGH for hostileenvironments
- TECNATOM S.A.- GEC Energy Systems Ltd.
CNEA and its associated companies may specially developed
the tools for this work, selecting the most adequate
technology.
In the development of the conceptual engineering participate
Nuclear Power Plants Area and Research and Development Area
of CNEA.
INVAP S.E. and TECHINT S.A. were responsible for the basic
and detail engineering and CONUAR S.A. for the constructionof several systems.
After tools were constructed, design qualification testsvere performed in order to simulate useful life of operationof such tools and devices.
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5.- DESIGN CRITERIA
The following aspects were considered:
5.1. ABILITY FOR THE ASSIGNED TASK
Tests subsequent to fabrication and prior to work in mock-up
were established.The operative liability must avoid the possibility to
produce more damages in moderator vessel due to false
movements.
The design maxim was:"Equipment liability is proportionally
inversely to its complexity".
5.2. MODULATED CONSTRUCTION
Devices will allow interchangeability of tools. So, fixing
systems will be simple and coupling and decoupling systemseasier as possible.
They will be adapted to the opening dimension of moderator
tank (120 mm.diameter).
5.3. OPERATIVE SAFETY
Such tools and devices must be adequately isolated to avoid
tritium emission by activation of deuterated water and to
allow a quick dry in extraction to avoid traces of
deuterated water inside.
Material must be of low activation and of easy
decontamination. It must allow the minimum operations for
its installation inside the reactor.
This must be of easy lightning or if possible self-sufficient in this aspect.
Minimize oscillations due to the flow of deuterated water.
Several of these considerations appear after the inspection
with underwater TV cameras.
It was decided to use quality control requirements in theconstruction of the equipments, emphasizing materialscertification, functioning tests in mock-up and operatorstraining.
5.4. ECONOMIC FACTOR
Economic reasons in the development of remote operated
equipments bring as consequence to gain own technology inthis field and in the probable use of such equipments in thefuture operation of the plant and in maintenance shutdowns.
5.5. COMPONENTS AND UNITS OF COMMON INDUSTRIAL USE
The usage of components of common use in industry hadapplication in control boards and consoles, but no in theequipments, because argentine development in this subject is
limited to CNEA and its associated companies. There wereused developments similar to remote technology applied inother projects, for example the cutting system by means of
shearing fuel elements from reprocessing facilities.
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In the case of manipulators, the contribution of CNEA and
its associated companies was improved with 2 units bought in
United States to SCHILLING, which required modifications to
avoid contamination of coolant with oil.

6.- OPERATION SIMULATION
Repair was based in the following premise: success ofoperation is determined by the following factors:
- operation liability of equipments and systems.- personnel qualification.
In order to optimize said factors and to simulateinstallation conditions regarding to:
- internal geometrical configuration
- vertical development effect (10 m)- medium change (deuterated water)
it was prepared a mock-up of moderator internals in the
machime room of CNA-I, consisting in a device assembly which
occupied from level -4.5 m. upto level 7 m.
At higher level, 7m., it was simulated reactor's upperpart, trying to represent the external parts of nuts ofseveral interlockings controls.
At the intermediate level, it was simulated the upper cover
of moderator vessel, diagraming the thickness of cover.
Also, it was simulated a sector of the upper toroid.
At the lower level, -4 m., it was simulated the bottom ofmoderator tank, in which were included:
- 9 cooling channels placed around lance W3.
- wall sector of tank.
- lower toroid.
- geometrical configuration of bottom guiding orifices for
passage of channels and W3 level lance.

The fact of having the whole assembly inside a vessel,allowed to reproduce accurately the conditions of operationplace for underwater TV equipments, lightness, specialequipments and manipulators.

7.- PROFITS AND BENEFITS OBTAINED FROM SIMULATION
The following results were obtained:
- to reproduce in three dimensions and in scale 1:1 the
failures observed in several moderator internals (channels,
toroids, tank internal wall, etc.), helping the study of the
evolution of damage and possible relation cause-effect.
- with the placing of replicas of strange bodies scattered
in the bottom, manipulators, containers, TV equipments were
fitted up in the task of collecting and removing, taking
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into account that the sight inside moderator tank was not
very good.
- practise of remote operated equipments and devices for the
plugging of break of lower toroid.
- practise of suction cleaning system, manipulation systemand cutting of parts of W3 lance.
- to define the arrangement and number of inlets for the
articulated columns (quantity of channels that must be
removed).
- development of technics and procedures for collecting the
parts of the thermal isolation of tank scattered inside it,
and of those which remained partially adhered to internal
wall of moderator tank.
- to establish the logic operation to minimize the laying of
transitory installations for tools service, because the
physical place to work was very reduced.
Regarding tools, the following goals were achieved:
- to have a clear idea of the services these tools could
perform and to determine if its use was positive from theeconomical point of view.
- -to incorporate predictive practices for the partial
dismantling of plants, considering that is feasible that
some devices used for this repair could be of routine use,
for example in maintenance works.

6.- DESCRIPTION OF REMOTE OPERATED EQUIPMENTS
Devices and tools are remote operated equipments, no robots.Inmediately, there are described some characteristics ofremote operated equipments.
8.1, TOOLS
8.1.1.ROTATING PLATE CUTTER
Function: to cut loose plates in pieces of 40 x 240 mm.
Description: it has 2 co-axial cylinders, the external one
fixed, the internal rotating. Plate enters through a groove
in the générant.
The external cylinder provides movements to the knife that
cuts the plate introduced in the groove.
Special characteristics: the entering groove of plate
measures 40 mm. width per 300 mm. height. It is operated by
a high torque motor and low number of revolutions, revolving
speed is of 6 to 7 rpm. The cut piece fails by its own
weight inside the container, (fig.3).
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hydraulic motor

rotating cylinder

FIG. 3. Rotating plate cutting tool.

8.1.2. ELECTROEROSION PLATE CUTTER
Function: to cut wall and loose plates in small pieces.
Description: it is prepared to be positioned by means of aSCHILLING manipulator. It is hydraulically operated and
controlled by a servo-valve placed at 2,5 m. of it. Its own
mechanisms and movement measuring system of electrode are
placed in a watertight compartment.
Special characteristics: the electrode reach has a maximum
running of 35 mm.For perimetrical cuts it is used an electrode with U profileof 105 mm. width, 20 mm. height and 1,5 mm. thickness.For cuts around rivets, it is used a tube electrode of 80
mm.external diameter and 1,5 mm. thickness, (Fig. 4}.
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FIG. 4. Electroerosion plate cutter equipment.

Tools are fixed to a column, in such a way they can rotate
position and transmit movements to where the operation head
is placed, controlling from the upper part of reactor cover.
The lower part of column has a fixing device, of easy
coupling and decoupling for all tools.
This column allows the following movements, independentlyfrom the normal operation of tools:
— rotation of tool or toolholder head around a lower
articulation in an angle of +/" f°B from the axial axle ofcolumn upto a perpendicular position of the axle of same.
— rotation of toolholder head around its axial axle in +/-180«.
— rotation of driven column-tools head assembly in thehorizontal plane 0-360°.
— ascend and descend of column-tool assembly inside themoderator vessel, made by an auxiliary pulley block, having
the column its own independent lifting system ofapproximately 1m.
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Strength transmission to the tool is made throughpneumatic/hydraulic system formed by stiff and flexible
tubing.
This column-tool assembly has an approximate length of 12 m.
and its diameter does not exceed 120 mm.
8.1.3. LANCE GUIDING TUBE CUTTER
Function: it allows to fix, cut and remove zircalloy tubes
of 50 mm. diameter and 4 mm. thickness with an internal tubeof 20 mm. diameter and 2 mm. thickness.
Description: it works hydraulically by means of a strengthmanipulator. Lance is positioned in the tool body over an Ulodging specially designed. The cutting is produced by 2knives, one fixed and the other moveable with alternative
movements.
Special characteristics: knives are made of nondeforming
steel Special K. The rest of components are of refined steel
of high resistance SAE 4340, SAE 8640.
8.1.4. CAN OPENER TYPE CUTTER
Function: to cut stainless steel plates 1 mm. thickness fromthe moderator tank covering.
Description: it produces deformation of the plate to be cut,so when introducing knife in this space, the cutting was
done in the area where the knife has more resistance. Itcuts by the alternative movement of a knife with the screwand nut system hydraulically operated, mounted on the
strength manipulator.
Special characteristics: the knife is of nondeforming steel
Special K, The structural parts are of carbon steel SAE 1010and 1045, (Fig.5).
8.1.5. BREAKER CUTTER
Function: -to cut loose plates 1 mm. thick.
Description: two jaws acting as knife and counterknifeproducing the cutting with a scissor movement. Such movement
is transmitted from a piston to the jaw by mean of a guidedbolt, it operates hydraulically and is mounted at the end ofthe strength manipulator.
Special characteristics: it allows the breaking of plates of
1 mm.thick and of 2 overlaying plates of 1 mm. thick eachone. It produces pieces of 50 x 60 mm., (Fig. 6 ).
8.1.6. CROSSCUTTER

Function: to cut loose plates of moderator tank covering.
Description: it has a rectangular punch that moves withalternative movements breaking the plate through 3 cuttingedges. It requires the help of another arm that introduces
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FIG. 5. Can opener type cutting tool.
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FIG. 6. Breaker cutter tool.

the plate in the cutting area. This tool is mounted in a
column in order to be introduced inside moderator tank. It
is hydraulically operated.
Special characteristics: it allows the breaking of plates of
2 mm. thick, producing square pieces of 25 x 25 mm. The
punch and the socket are of nondeforming steel Special K,
hardened and tempered. The structural parts are of stainless
steel AISI 304. In the lower part, it has a groove to
support the basket that collects the cutting pieces, (Fig- 7
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FIG. 7. Cutting punch tool.

8.1.7. DIESINKING MACHINE
Function: to cut loose plates and channel pieces.
Description: it has a punch that moves alternatively
producing semicircular cuts. It requires the help of another
arm that introduces the plate in the cutting area. The
advance is of 0,5 m/min. The cutting tool is mounted in a
self-supporting column operated by an electric motor of 1 HP
and 1400 rpm by means of axles of 20 mm. diameter and rubberconnections coupling upto the diesinking head.
Then the movement of the axle rotation transforms in an
alternative movement of the cutting punch.
Special characteristics: it allows the diesinking of platesof 2 mm. thickness, producing half moon pieces of 3 mm.
width and 10 mm. length. The punch and the socket are of
nondeforming steel Special K, hardened and tempered. Thestructural parts are of stainless steel AISI 304 L, (Fig.
8).
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FIG. 8. Diesinking machine.

8.1.8. PRICKING CUTTER
Function: it has a punch moving with alternative movements,the advance is of 0,25 m/min., it operates hydraulicallythrough the manipulator.
Special characteristics: it allows to cut plates of 2 mm.thick, producing half moon pieces of 3 mm. width and 5
mm. length. The punch and the socks are of nondeformingsteel Special K, hardened and tempered. The structural partsare of stainless steel AISI 304, (Fig. 9)-
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FIG. 9. Pricking cutter tool.

tube or channel

manipuiator strengtn cylinder

Jaws

FIG. 10. Pieces fixing tool.

8.1.9. FIXING DEVICE
Function: to allow fixing and manipulation of cylindrical
pieces of 50 van. diameter upto 120 mm.
Description: they are two pairs of jaws fixed by a boltoperated by the hydraulic manipulator in which they aremounted. The movement is transmitted from a piston to the-iaw through a guided bolt. The entrance and exit from insidethe moderator vessel is made with the jaws closed, (Fig.
10 ) •
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hook
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FIG. 11. Plate coiler tool.

8.1.10. PLATE COILER
Function: to reduce plane pieces of plates to rolls of adiameter less than 120 am.
Description: it has a fork that moves around a cylinder. The
plate to be coiled is feed by a manipulator through awindow. Once plate is coiled, the fork moves vertically down
pushing and allowing the plate to introduce inside a lower
container, (Fig. H).
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FIG. 12. Lance transportation tool.

8.1.11. LANCE TRANSPORTATION TOOL
Function: "to fix the lance guiding tube by its external
diameter in order to remove from inside the reactor and
transport it to pools area.
Description: it has a column by means of which the tool is
introduced inside moderator tank. It has at one end a set of
self-centering jaws, manually operated through an external
lever and cam system that lock the adjusting position of
lance, (Fig. 12).
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FIG. 13. Channel transportation tool.

8.1.12. CHANNEL TRANSPORT TOOL
Function: to fix R06 channel by its lower level part in
order to extract it from inside the reactor and to transport
it to pools area.
Description: it has a column through which the tool isintroduced inside moderator tank. At one end, it has 3 self-centering pawls, that fixed the channel, by the lattice ofthe lower nozzle. It is manually operated from the reactor's
cover. It has a cam system to lock position, (Fig. 13 )•
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8.2. MANIPULATORS
8.2.1. "JULIA" MANIPULATOR
Function: manipulator of high accuracy for light works
inside moderator tank, used for:
a) collection and placement in container of fuel sheaths
from the bottom of moderator tank.
b) collection and placement of foils and isolation plates.
c) mounting of devices in toroids for vibration analysis.
d) brushing of lodging orifices of nozzle of lance guiding
tube.
e) feeding of plates to special tools: crosscutter anddies inking machine.
Description: it has a mechanical arm with five degrees offreedom, a maximum reach of 840 mm. mounted at the end of a12 m.length column, it has an internal washing device formedby tubes placed inside the support column, with injectionnozzles of clean heavy water. The movements are operated by
micromotors reducers of 24 volts through rods and chains.
The range of each movement is of 180", except the turning ofcolumn and wrist rotation thare are of 360".
Special characteristics: opening and closure of jaws are
made through a pneumatic cylinder placed at the
manipulator's head, obtaining a hand grabbing strength of 30kg., (Fig

8.2.2. STRENGTH MANIPULATOR
Function: to perform heavy and strength works inside
moderator tank, such as:
a) cutting and removal of lance guiding tubes.
b) removal of R06 channel.
c) replacement of gravitatory plugs.
d) cutting of pressure tubes.
Description: it has a 12 m. length column having at one'send the hydraulic orifices for the following movements:
- shoulder articulation 90"- elbow articulation 90«
- wrist rotation 0-270«- tools operation
It can be adapted to its end, different tools depending onthe work to perform.
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FIG. 14. Manipulator scheme.

Strength transmission to tools is made through a manualhydraulic board, which has directional valves for the
actuation of each hydraulic cylinder independently and withits corresponding pressure and flow controller.
Special characteristics: the lifting capacity with extended
arm is of 60 kg., (Fig. 15 ).
8,2.3. SCHILLING MANIPULATOR
Function: to operate remotely small and medium size devices,duplicating or reproducing in the slave arm, the movementsperformed by the master arm.
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FIG. 15. Strength manipulator.

It can be used for:

a) plate cutting with scissor in isolation walls of
moderator tank.
b) feeding of channel pieces to diesinking machine.
c) loose plates cutting with scissor.
d) throttle and vacuum hose movements inside the moderator
tank bottom.
Description: it is a compact manipulator, of low weight and
high speed, formed by 3 parts: the master arm, the slave arm
and the control system.
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This system is based in a microprocessor (INTEL 8088) that
measures and transmits digitally the signals from the master
to the slave 50 times per second, allowing a smooth and
continuous operation.
Special characteristics: it is constructed in aluminum and
stainless steel with a cover of special anodizing, arms
segments are of extruded aluminum. It also has hydraulic
actuators.
8.2.4. MANUAL MANIPULATOR
Function: it is very limited because it must operate fromthe reactor cover at a very high radiological cost. It isused to deposit in containers the first pieces of fuel
sheaths, plates and foils.
Description: manual operated manipulator with movements•transmission through rods and steel wires. It wasconstructed in stainless steel and with a lifting capacity
of 5 kg.
8.2.5. LIFTING DEVICE FOR MANIPULATORS
Function: to lift, descend and rotate Schilling strength
manipulators to obtain more degrees of freedom in the tools.
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FIG. 16. Elevator lifting devices.
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Description: it has 2 self-adjusting jaws by disks springs,
one of the jaws placed at the lower part of device and other
moveable that executes the ascending and descending
movements. The jaws opening movements, as well as thedescend and ascend ones are performed by means of hydrauliccylinders operated from a central board. The sequence forascend and descend is made through an electric boards by
relays and timers that send signals of 24 V to the solenoyds
of hydraulic valves, (Fig.16 ).

8.3. COLLECTING DEVICES
8.3.1. WASTES CONTAINERS CYLINDERS
Function: to extract the cut pieces previously dispersed.
Description: it has a profiled base to allow its fixing into the coolant channel guiding orifices, at lower plate ofreactor. It has an upper ring with a flange to ensure the
centering and fixing of the tool holder.
Special characteristics: they are constructed in stainless
steel AISI 304/304 L, (Figs. 17, 18 )•

wastes discharge

\

/

stainless steel

/

nozzle for lodging in
lower plenum

FIG. 17. Waste containers.
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FIG. 18. Holder containers tool.

8.3.2. CONTAINERS TOOL HOLDER
Function: to introduce and remove the containers cylinders.
Description: it has two lengths of 4 m. each. The coupling
and decoupling system with the containers cylinders has 3fixing hooks actuated by a cam that moves by means of a
screw. Rotation movement is generated manually in the upper
end of tool and is transmitted by an empty axle of adequatedimensions.
Special characteristics: it is constructed in stainless
steel AISI 304 L. It has a lead protection to reduceradiation through the tools, (Fig. 18 ).
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8.3.3. SUCTION CLEANING SYSTEM
Function: to clean the bottom of moderator vessel by
suctioning small solid particles, foils and small diameter
tubes.
Description: it has a suction flexible hose,Interchangeable, operated by a manipulator upto a distanceof 1,4 m. of its axle. In the return system there are valvesthat control the clogging of the filter.
Special characteristics: it has a centrifugal pump canned
type, allowing to operate between 3,6 sr/h and 25 m3/h.The filter inside the filtering column has a particles
retention capacity upto 200 mesh, (Fig. 19)*

FIG. 19. Suction cleaning system circuit.

8.3.4. TOOLS FOR REMOVING OBJECTS FROM THE LOWER PLENUM
Function: to extract pieces of materials that cannot be
suctioned from the reactor's bottom.There are two tools: one fly-leg type and the other a kind
of articulated brush, designed to operate through an orificewith an approximate diameter of 90 mm.
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9.- REPAIR DEVELOPMENT
9.1. OPERATION AREAS
As inspection result, operation areas were defined. The most
important was near to position of channel R06, wshere thefollowing works were required:
- to remove a length of the cut channel.- to remove the loose lance guiding tube.- to remove loose pieces of isolation wall.
Other areas were located near the buckled guiding tubes to
.be cut and removed.
9.2. OPERATION PLANS
In each area and for each work, were defined the necessary
tools and their configuration.
As generally were used simultaneously 2 manipulators, 2 TV
cameras, a processing tool, wastes containers and additional
lightners, the arrangement must be planned and tested inmock-up in order to avoid mechanical interferences,restricted sight fields and other difficulties.
In order to obtain a sufficient operation space, there were
withdrew a total of 44 channels, e.g. a 17% of the whole
reactor channels.
9.3. PERFORMED TASKS
The performed tasks were already named in point 3: "Need ofremote operated equipments'1.
Besides, it is important to add that also there were placed,transitorially, several plugs called gravitatory, to plug by"their own weight, avoiding the fall of loose pieces into thelower plenum.
The sequence of tasks was: equipment installation, reduction
of pieces to an adequate size in order to be removed throughorifices left by withdrawn channels, storage, transportation
of containers to decay pool, withdrawal of equipment, finalinspection and channel reinstallation.
An aspirator was used for the removal of very small pieces
and rests of fuel pellets.
In spite of all precautions taken, some very small piecesfell into the lower plenum, so smaller tools were used toremove them through the lodging of channels of 90 mm.diameters.
9.4. RESULTS
Once repair was finished, it was checked the rightfunctioning of the cooling and moderator systems with testsat zero power., in cold and hot and further inspections.After obtaining the authorization from the ControllingAuthorities, it was begun a program of commissioning atgrowing powers.
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There were fulfil easy alarm measures such as radiochemical
monitoring, neutronic noise, on-line inspection of fuel,plus some modifications in the operative processes in order
to avoid the repetition of failure.
9.5. OUTLOOKS
In the acquired experience, it was planned an operation in
the tube plate of a moderator exchanger in order to removeloose pieces found in that area.For this, it was built a mock-up to check all tools
prototypes.
This operation was made through 2 m. of horizontal tubingwith a 90• curve at the inlet point.
The tools already used were being improved and maintened.
Also exists the aim to develop a new generation ofequipments in order to reduce time and personnel exposure
dose.
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TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO IMPROVE ROBOTIC RELIABILITY

W.W. WEAVER
Performance Assessment Division,
Office of Nuclear Safety,
United States Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C.,
United States of America

Abstract

Robotic devices were used extensively at TMI-2 in areas that were restricted
to personnel. Some of these radiation fields were in excess of 1000 Rad/hour
gamma. In this environment it was important to design highly reliable robots
to protect against mission failures and irretrievability. Fault tree analysesand failure modes and effects analyses were the two methods utilized to assure
adequate and successful mission completion.

INTRODUCTION
Robotic devices were extensively used to accomplish various missions during
the Three Mile Island Unit-2 (TMI-2) Cleanup Project. The harsh environment
to personnel at TMI-2 provided the impetus for accelerated robotic development
and use. Robots were placed into service to perform operations that would
either result in substantial worker radiation exposure savings or would
otherwise not be possible at all due to high radiation fields. Reliability
analyses were performed for inputs and provide design for the latest, most
complex robots.
BACKGROUND
Of a total of nine robotic vehicles developed or modified for use at TMI-2,
the most ambitious and complex vehicles were the Remote Reconnaissance
Vehicle (RRV) and the Remote Work Vehicle (RWV). The RRV was
delivered to TMI-2 in 1984 from Carnegie Mellon University, in Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania, USA. It was designed as a six-wheeled, motorized, water-and
contamination-resistant work platform for use in the Reactor Building (RB)
Basement where it would be exposed to radiation fields in excess of 1000
RAD/hr gamma and high humidity. Its primary missions included video and
radiation surveys, sampling of concrete walls, sludge deposit washdown ofstructures and other manipulative tasks. The RRV was controlled and poweredthrough a 46-meter tether and contained an on-board tether pickup system. Theuse of on-board rechargeable batteries would have taken too much on-boardspace and would have limited the choice and duration of work assignments.High contamination levels not only forced the design to be contamination
resistant but also to be modularized to reduce maintenance-related exposure.
The RWV, also built at Carnegie Mellon University, was delivered in 1986. It
was designed with more substantial mission objectives than the RRV includingdismantling and demolition tasks in the RB basement and was the most complexand ambitious robotic device delivered to TMI-2. The RWV is anelectrohydraulic, tele-operated, tethered device with a telescoping boom andweighs more than 5,000 kg. Precise movement was made possible by one of thefour individually driven wheels. Like the RRV, modularization andcontamination resistance were incorporated into the design.
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ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Reliability analyses were performed during the design phase of both the RRV
and RWV. The analytical approach for the RWV was modified to benefit from
insights derived from the RRV analysis which was performed earlier. The RRV
analysis used both a fault tree approach (FTA), which is deductive in nature,
and a failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA), which is inductive in nature.
The top event of the FTA, or mission failure, was defined as "RRV
irretrievable." This could be caused by any of three major subcategories of
faults: 1) loss of hoisting capability for retrieval from the RB basement; 2)loss of drive force; and 3) loss of systems required for operator remote
guidance. Each of these subcategories was subdivided into more basic faults.For example, the loss of drive force portion of the tree was developed until
faults in components such as axle cotter pins, lube oil supply, and wiring
connections were identified. Potential causes of these faults such as human
error, crud buildup and excess moisture were identified.
The FMEA was conducted from the "bottom up." Basic components were assumed tofail and their effect on irretrievability of the RRV was examined. For
example, the capstan motor guide tube mount was first identified on the
components list, its failure mode was shown as mechanical dislocation, and itseffect on the RRV was irretrievability due to ultimate failure of the capstan
motor guide piece.
The RWV analysis, due to time and resource constraints, employed only the FTA
technique. Two different top events were analyzed. RWV irretrievable (Figure
1) and RWV fails to complete mission (Figure 2). Since the RWV is a much
larger and more complex device than the RRV with a number of work
capabilities, it was determined that the analysis should not be limited to
irretrievability of the device but also should include the reliability toperform work missions. "RWV Irretrievability" is defined as the inability to
bring the RWV back to the 93-meter elevation (i.e., ground level) of the
Reactor Building from a remote location on the 86-meter elevation (i.e.,
basement level). "RWV Fails to Complete Mission" is defined as the failure of
the RWV to perform its specified task in a reasonable timeframe without having
to retrieve the vehicle for repairs or replacement of failed components.
RESULTS
RRV - A reliability-improvement strategy was developed based on the
reliability analysis. This strategy incorporated three fundamental premises:
1) redundancy, which reduces the impact from any single failure, 2) diversity,
which reduces the impact from common cause failures, and 3) assurance, whichensures that components, as designed, are in place and functional. Usingthese three premises, a grouping of recommendations were developed. These
three categories were highly recommended, recommended, and marginallyrecommended. The highly recommended category consisted of those modifications
that were relatively easy to implement but would yield a significant
improvement in reliability. The second category would also yield significant
improvements in reliability but at a significant impact on schedule and/orbudget. The last category contained recommendations that yielded less
reliability improvement and impacted schedule and/or budget significantly.
REPRESENTATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EACH CATEGORY ARE AS FOLLOWS:
FIRST CATEGORY - "HIGHLY RECOMMENDED"
1. Develop and implement a pre-mission checklist based on a list ofcomponents whose failures were judged to dominate.
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TABLE 1
RECOMMENDED PRE-OPERATIONAL CHECKLIST

Structural integrity of upper boom support columns and light assembly
including tightness of bolts used to attach lift assembly.
Leak tightness of electronics enclosure and 0-rings seals.
Connectors to each camera and light.
Hydraulic pumps and filters.
Wheel bolts.
Tether cable.
Idle roller for tether cable and Capstan.
Hydraulic hoses and fittings.

- Check hydraulic hoses for wear or deterioration- Check hydraulic fittings for leaks
- Check clearance of hoses and cables

Hydraulic fluid level.
Boom hose track assembly.
Boom tip assembly when used.
Camera and light functions.
Verify reservoir nitrogen pressure is between 83kPa and 115kPa beforedeploying vehicle.
Verify on-board sensors (hydraulic sensors, electronic enclosure sensors,
position sensors, tether management sensors, and audio sensors) arefunctioning between acceptable limits.
Review vehicle vitals on console monitor.
Review telemetry diagnostics on console monitor.

2. Implement a procedural constraint that requires retrieval of the RRV upon
recognition of a failure of one of the identified redundant components.

3. Practice returning to the hoist location without the tether retrievalcapability.
4. Conduct an environmental test of the RRV by storage in an appropriateenvironment and inspect selected components.
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SECOND CATEGORY - "RECOMMENDED"
1. Perform a "safe lift" prior to mission start.
2. Group wires in tether so that redundant systems are separated to the

extend practicable.
3. Change certain bolts in tether system to reduce failure potential.
4. Perform mock-up training using only equipment available in the remote

areas of the RB basement (e.g., certain cameras).
THIRD CATEGORY - "MARGINALLY RECOMMENDED"
1. Install a device to clear the tether before entering the roller mechanism.
2. Add a redundant junction box.
3. Change the motor-to-first-axle configuration so that it is single-failureproof.
4. Focus one dedicated camera on tether at all times.
The recommendations in the first category were implemented.
RWV - The first category of recommendation for the RWV included those itemslisted for the RRV (Table 1 is the recommended checklist). Additionally,
redesign of the hydraulic system configuration was recommended to minimize the
impact from the single failure of a filter and/or bypass line. Likewise, the
second category for the RRV was implemented for the RWV. In addition, another
modification was identified related to the tether management system. Included
were the cable (large and not easily manageable) and the slip rings. Finally,
the second category for the RWV was expanded to include the recommendation
that the tether be viewed at all times with at least one camera. Third
category recommendations were not developed for the RWV.

CONCLUSIONS
The preferred type of reliability is the FTA. The most beneficial use of thistechnique occurs when the analyst possesses a familiarity with the device.Lack of knowledge is not viewed as an obstacle as this knowledge can be
acquired prior to initiating the analysis and may actually bring a fresh
perspective to the design review process. By contrast to the FTA, the time
required to perform a FMEA and its lack of direction are obvious shortcomings.In large part due to the reliability analyses conducted, the RRV didaccomplish all its missions without significant downtime. Due to the project
reprioritizing of the RV decontamination effort, the RWV was never deployed in
the RB basement to perform its demolition tasks.
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NEURAL NETWORK-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM FOR
SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

E.B. SILVERMAN
ARD Corporation,
Columbia, Maryland,
United States of America

Abstract

This paper presents the results of the second phase of a three-phase Severe Accident
Management expert system program underway. Phase I successfully demonstrated the
feasibility of Artificial Neural Networks to support several of the objectives of severe
accident management. Simulated accident scenarios were generated by the Modular
Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) code currently in use by a large member of U.S.

utilities. The primary objectives of the second phase were to develop and demonstrate
four capabilities of neural networks with respect to nuclear power plant severe accident
monitoring and prediction. The results of this work would form the foundation of a
demonstration system which included expert system performance features. These
capabilities included the ability to:

1. Predict the time available prior to support plate (and reactor vessel) failure;
2. Calculate the time remaining until recovery actions were too late to prevent

core damage;
3. Predict future parameter values of each of the MAAP parameter variables,

and;
4. Detect simulated sensor failure and provide best-value estimates for further

processing in the presence of a sensor failure.

A variety of accident scenarios for PWR and BWR plants were used to train and test the
neural network expert system. These included large and small break LOCAs as well as
a range of transient events.

A second objective of the program was to develop an interactive graphical user interface

which presented the system's information in an easily accessible and straightforward
manner to the user. This interface demonstrated the initial concept of the interaction
between the system and user while incorporating a design that allowed for future
enhancements.
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This paper describes the technical and regulatory foundation upon which the expert
system is based and provides a background on the development of a new severe
accident management tool. This tool provides data to assist in; (1) planning and
developing priorities for recovery actions, (2) evaluating recovery action feasibility, (3)
identifying recovery action options, and (4) assessing the timing and possible effects of
potential recovery strategies. These performance characteristics represent the goals
identified for the Severe Accident Management Strategies Online Network (SAMSON)
which is currently under development.

INTRODUCTION

The nuclear power industry is facing a new set of challenges for the 1990s and beyond.
One of the most important of these centers around the resolution of severe accident
issues with major emphasis being placed on expanded accident management capability.
Most utilities have had accident management programs in effect from the start of their
involvement with the operation of nuclear power plants. As the industry grew, the need
for more codified and extensive programs evolved. The industry, through individual utility
efforts, the Nuclear Utilities Management and Resource Council (NUMARC), and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is embarking on a program which is intended to
improve plant severe accident capabilities to start looking at accident management
capabilities (Ref. 1). This effort is the Individual Plant Evaluation (IPE). This program will
improve the state of severe accident knowledge which now exists, and will start to fill any
gap existing between the emergency operating procedures and utility emergency plans.

As the IPE Programs have progressed, significant insight has been gained into what one
can expect during a severe accident. One such insight is the potential for the
presentation of an overwhelming amount of plant status information which may burden
accident management personnel with data not needed for decision making. As a result,
ARD Corporation, in partnership with a U.S. Utility, has embarked on a program to
evaluate the use of Artificial Intelligence (A!) technology as a means of aiding the user in
sorting out what information is important to satisfy accident management objectives. This
paper summarizes the results of the evaluation process.
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BACKGROUND

The application of AI technology within the power industry is emerging as a potential tool

for assisting plant operators with day-to-day diagnostic information regarding plant
equipment and system status. A more critical need exists, however, for identifying

information processing tools useful for assisting in the prediction, characterization and

management of integrated plant behavior, especially during conditions which could lead
to a severe accident. Accident analysis is an extremely complex process which requires

the management of a wide range of oftentimes contradictory information and data
uncertainty. At the present time few software tools are available to an operator or a
management team for responding to the supervision needs of severe accidents.

One particular type of AI technology which has shown significant promise in evaluating
complex and conflicting data sets typical of severe accident scenarios is known as
Artificial Neural Computing or more commonly known as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).

ANNs are computer systems modeled, in a conceptual sense, after the activities and
interconnectivity of the neurons in the human brain. These networks attempt to simulate
electronically the way the brain processes information through its network of
interconnecting nodes which are trained by examples, rather than through pre-
programming typical of traditional AI systems. ANNS are also massively parallel in terms
of the way the computer architecture is designed or the software is structured. Thus,
processing large quantities of data in parallel results in extremely fast computing speeds.

There are a number of discussions regarding the histories and theoretical foundation of

neural networks that can be found elsewhere (Ref. 3,4). Their ability to learn by
example, extract salient features from data, and degrade gradually in performance make
them optimal for many types of complex information processing applications. Their ability

to generalize from specific examples is a result of their ability to adjust dynamically to
changes in the environment. Another important feature is the ability of a neural network
to discover complex relations among input variables at very rapid speeds which is due,
to a certain extent, to their parallel processing architecture.

Neural networks do not obviate the need for experts and knowledge engineers, but
instead simplify the knowledge acquisition process. Knowledge engineers are important
in determining how the data should be preprocessed and how to obtain the best possible
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performance from the neural network. It should be noted, that neural networks alone
have problems explaining their behavior and are most suitable for problems involving data
classification. In most instances, an expert system can best be built upon the
characteristics of both traditional logic programs and neural networks.

PHASE I RESULTS

The objective of the first phase feasibility program was to examine the application of both
rule-based and neural computing systems to the complex problem of accident
management

The initial emphasis was an evaluation of a working neural network using simulated
accident scenarios generated by the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) code
developed by Industrial Degraded Core Rulemaking Program (IDCOR). Following the
successful demonstration of this technology, an assessment was made regarding the
feasibility of coupling a neural network and rule-based decision support system. Such a
hybrid approach was thought to have the potential for providing the appropriate software
architecture for addressing accident management classification and pattern recognition
tasks, as well as those associated with decision advise and recovery actions - major
components of the accident management process.

Effective AI software for accident management must be able to both identify or
characterize the state of the plant/reactor, as well as predict future events and conditions.
This information, in turn, can be used to develop an accident management strategy and

to recommend specific emergency procedures. This feasibility was demonstrated during

the Phase I study.

In addition to serving as a useful management tool, any Al system must be fault tolerant.
That is, the system should degrade gradually as the input data become increasingly more
unreliable. There will always be a point at which there is insufficient information for any

system to make reliable judgements. What should be avoided in an AI system is a

catastrophic failure in the form of noisy or degraded inputs. This is a recognized
weakness of AI systems based exclusively on a set of explicit production rules. The
ability of a neural network to degrade gradually when noise was added to the input was
also demonstrated during the Phase I program.
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An AI system for accident management should be more than a "black box" that simply
processes plant data and makes recommendations. Ideally, it would be useful to further

the understanding of accident scenarios, plant operations, interactions of input variables,
etc. by building and using the AI systems. Through neural networks, one can examine
the network weight matrices to help understand the problems more clearly. This
capability was also demonstrated during the first phase of the program.

PHASE II RESULTS

The primary objectives of the second phase were to develop and demonstrate four
capabilities of neural networks with respect to nuclear power plant severe accident

monitoring and prediction. The results of this work would form the foundation of a
demonstration system which included expert system performance features. These
capabilities included the ability to:

1. Predict the time available prior to support plate (and reactor
vessel) failure;

2. Calculate the time remaining until recovery actions were too

late to prevent core damage;
3. Predict future parameter values of the MAAP parameter

variables, and;
4. Detect simulated sensor failure and provide best-value

estimates for further processing in the presence of a sensor
failure.

A variety of accident scenarios for PWR and BWR plants were used to train and test the
neural network expert system. These included Large and Small Break LOCAs as well as
a range of Transient events.

A second objective of the program was to develop an interactive graphical user interface
which presented the system's information in an easily accessibly and straightforward
manner to the user. This interface demonstrated the initial concept of the interaction
between the system and user while incorporating a design that allowed for future
enhancements. A task analysis was also conducted to confirm the initial selection of plant
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parameters and to identify the user data and display requirements. All of the objectives
were met and tasks were completed as planned. As a result, the project entered a further
phase involving the development of an integrated severe accident management too!. This
tool will provide data to assist in (1) planning and developing priorities for recovery
actions, (2) evaluating recovery action feasibility, (3) identifying recovery action options,

and (4) assessing the timing and possible effects of potential recovery strategies.

DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM CONCEPT

The results of the Phase II development together with the original Phase I results,
achieved two major objectives. Rrst, the feasibility of applying neural network technology
in a cost-effective manner to analyze plant process variables for predicting future plant
events was demonstrated. Event predictions were demonstrated at levels of the sensors,
components, subsystems and the total system. Second, the feasibility of integrating
neural networks into a framework for control by an expert system with a user-friendly,
interactive graphical user interface was also demonstrated. These results were necessary
in order to meet the performance objectives of an emergency response tool designed to

help organize information and to assist in developing response strategies. Since the

technical feasibility of such a tool was established, the development of the Severe
Accident Management Strategies Online Network, or SAMSON, could begin.

SAMSON represents the integration of a neural network-based severe accident event

prediction module, an expert system control program and a fast-running version of MAAP.

The neural network-based system is trained in the progression, timing, and phenomena

of plant transients and severe accidents using the MAAP code. The learning base for the
system is structured to allow the system to identify plant events starting from standard
PRA initiating events and to predict future key event times with and without recovery
actions. The expert system, which is networked-based, allows the system to classify plant
events and identify the combination of system/equipment failures and operator actions

that have led to the current plant state. The MAAP code is used to provide the data
needed for automatic input deck preparations, print event summaries and plot key

variables.
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The three major functions, described above, form the foundation of the SAMSON system
and are used to plan and develop recovery action priorities, evaluate recovery

action/feasibility, identify recovery options, assess the timing and possible effects of

potential strategies. The basic requirements of the system include:

1. Auto-initiate on the occurrence of key plant events such as
reactor, turbine and feedwater pump trips, SI actuation and
high radiation levels;

2. Monitor event progression including specific plant
components and functions;

3. Diagnose event and provide diagnostic confidence levels;
4. Predict future progression of events for assumed future

operator actions.

The SAMSON System has been developed and structured within a framework of
modularity. It is designed to be compatible with future requirements associated with plant
technical specification monitoring, plant maintenance programs, and PRA-reiated projects.

MAAP SIMULATION SCENARIOS

All SAMSON network training and testing data were generated by the MAAP simulation.
Each MAAP run was initiated with a Small Break LOCA, a Large Break LOCA, or a

Transient. Within these accident types, three major categories of outcome were
simulated. Some runs included early operator or automatic actions which prevented
reactor vessel failure. Another category included later recovery actions which bracketed
the latest time at which actions could have been taken to prevent core damage. Half of

these runs produced core damage and half did not, but none included vessel failure. The
final category contained runs in which no recovery actions were taken, resulting in
support plate failure followed by vessel failure.

In addition to the above categories, the MAAP scenarios were divided into two sets. One
set consisted of potential training data, which was used as appropriate in the training of
each network. The other set was to be used strictly for testing the resulting networks.
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In the case of LOCAs, the testing simulation runs were of a different break size than the
training simulation runs. For Transients, the testing runs were novel sequences of events.
While none of the testing runs was ever used in training any network, usually only a
subset of the training runs was actually used to train a particular network.

VARIABLE SELECTION AND PREPROCESSING

Based upon the recommendation of the utility, ten MAAP variables representing key plant
parameter variables were extracted from the MAAP output files. The data from these
simulations formed the basis for the demonstration software and were used in training the
networks to predict Time to Failure, Time Remaining for Recovery, and Future Parameter

Values. The ten variables, listed in Table 1, were considered to be important in the
prediction of these key events.

Table 1

Variable Selection and Preprocessing

MAAP Variable Plant Association

PPZ Pressure in the pressurizer

ZWPZ Water level in the pressurizer

TCRHOT Temperature at hottest core node

PB Pressure in compartment B

PC Pressure in compartment C

TGA Temperature of gas in compartment A

TGB Temperature of gas in compartment B

TGC Temperature of gas in compartment C

TWB Temperature of water in compartment B

TWC Temperature of water in compartment C
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The chosen MAAP output data were preprocessed to present the neural networks with
input which contained the amount of information necessary for proper training.
Consistent time steps were achieved by a simple resampling of the data, resulting in a
value for each of the ten variables every 0.01 hours. The resampling was based on an
interpolation between existing MAAP time intervals. Once the data were resampled, the

dynamic nature of the variables over the course of the accident scenarios was captured
for input to the networks. This was accomplished by presenting the networks with not
only the actual data, but also with each point's slope and acceleration. The slope, or first
difference, was taken to be the difference between a given point and the point at the
previous time interval. Similarly, the acceleration, or second difference, was taken to be
the difference between the slope at one point and the slope at the previous point. Thus,
each data point, its slope and acceleration, for all chosen MAAP variables, were available
for training. These data were normalized to fall in the interval (0,1) inclusive. This interval
takes best advantage of the dynamic range of network processing elements without
overloading the elements. The input to the networks was then a set of vectors, each of
which represented the state of the system at a discrete point in time using 30 values.

Each vector was to be used in a single training iteration of the network.

NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

The objective of this phase of the program was to demonstrate that networks could learn

to predict key events from MAAP variables. The networks employed here were three-
layer backpropagation networks using the generalized delta rule in training. Inputs to the
networks for the TTF, TRR and FPV problems were the ten chosen variables, their ten first
differences, and their ten second differences. Output for most of the networks consisted
of a single processing element which gave the network's estimate of the time until the key
event or the future value of a parameter variable. Input to the network for determining
Sensor Status was simulated redundant sensor values for the MAAP variables. The

Sensor Status networks had three outputs, one for each assumed sensor channel.

The simulation runs were separated into three categories: Small Break LOCAs, Large
Break LOCAs, and Transients. Each of these was handled by separate networks.
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Networks were trained within each category, and were expected to handle new inputs

from that category alone. A few exceptions were made with the two LOCA categories in
that some networks were trained to handle both LOCA categories. However, the
networks included in the demonstration system were specific to only one type of accident.

The four analysis goals established for the networks were: Time to Failure (TTF), Time
Remaining for Recovery (TRR), Future Parameter Values (FPV), and Sensor Status (SS).
Like the different accident types, each of these was also treated separately. The training
sets for TTF and TRR were quite similar. The main differences were the particular
scenarios used for training and the target output values attached to the inputs of those
scenarios. The training sets for FPV were similar in structure, but included considerably

more scenarios and quite different target outputs.

SAMSON PROTOTYPE SOFTWARE

The research conducted to accomplish the four analysis objectives using neural networks
produced results which exceeded all expectations. This was reflected in the performance
of the networks, as well as in the manner in which the strategies for training on one set
of data could be extrapolated to apply to other sets. The need upon completion of the
research then was a practical implementation of the networks' results on a display
platform. The target platform was required to be flexible enough to manage the prototype
system in addition to being capable of handling the modifications necessary for the
evolution into a large-scale, real-time accident management system.

This demonstration software system incorporates the best networks for each of the four
main objectives in a Graphical User Interface (GUI). As the means of communicating the
results of the chosen networks when an accident scenario is run, SAMSON displays the
type of accident, predicted future values of selected parameters, the estimated time
remaining to take recovery actions and the predicted time remaining before there is an
irreparable failure. It also automatically monitors sensor reliability using the Sensor Status
network, signals the occurrence of a failure to the user, and determines a reliable sensor
value by aggregating across the reliable sensors.
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The system was designed to present the results generated by the networks in an easily
accessible, easily modifiable manner. When running SAMSON, the user has control over

which scenario is run, the amount and type of information displayed on-screen, as well
as other parameters which dictate the conditions under which the scenario is run. Thus,
the design provides the networks' results for the user in a flexible environment that allows

quick understanding of a complex accident scenario. An example of a typical SAMSON

screen is shown in Figure 1.

CONCLUSION

The combination of neural networks used for plant monitoring and the integration of them
with a graphical user interface proves to be a powerful approach to the problem of
automated accident management. The concepts presented here for use on simulated
data sets can be expanded to function in a fully integrated plant environment to provide
real-time monitoring capabilities. Obviously, there are issues such as network
generalization and training data determination for real-time data yet to be addressed.
However, the strategies' generality across the simulated data set shows that the direction
in which this technology is moving is sound and that the results and successes presented
here are an important part of the incremental approach to solving the daunting problem
of effective accident management.
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ROBOTS AND AUTOMATION - SOME INDIAN DEVELOPMENTS

M.S. RAMAKUMAR
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay,
India

Abstract

Robots are ideal for carrying out more complex handling, repair, survey,
inspection, maintenance and sundry tasks. With only supervisory operator control,
automation can be used where not much flexibility in programme or control is needed.
Approach to robotisation and automation in Indian nuclear installations has been
strongly influenced by the design and requirements of installations, standardisation needs,
necessities of easy maintenance, moderate investment and a high content of indigenous
components and technology. Handling radiochemical samples, stacking of MOX pellets,
a-radiometry, handling radio isotopes, NDT inspection of reactor piping, mobile survey
and inspection, are among the tasks we have been trying to automate or robotise.

Introduction;

Operating increasing number of nuclear installations,
their advancing age, increasing demands from the safety
angle and rapid advances in high technology areas are some
reasons for resorting to autonomous operations. Robots are
ideal for carrying out more complex handling, repair, survey,
inspection, maintenance and sundry tasks. With only
supervisory operator control, automation can be used where
not much flexibility in programme or control is needed.
Certain repetetive operations where no or minimum changes
in programme are normally needed, can be automated using
rigid automation devices. Approach to robotisation and
automation in Indian nuclear installations has been strongly
influenced by the design and requirements of installations,
standardisation needs, necessities of easy maintenance,
moderate investment and a high content of indigenous
components and technology. It is clear that it might be
difficult or impossible to repair certain systems which
might have to be disposed off. Some systems are in
operation, some under integration and testing and some
systems are under development. Handling radiochemical
samples, stacking of MOX pellets,oC-radiometry, handling
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radio isotopes, NDT inspection of reactor piping, mobile
survey and inspection, are among the tasks we have been
trying to automate or robotise. Safety aspects pertaining
to systems working in frame hoods, glove boxes and hot cells,
reduction in man-rems obtained, safe retreival of mobile
systems, etc, have received importance. One of the prime
considerations would be failsafe feature of every automatic
or autonomous systems.

Installations which are highly individualistic in
nature, systems needed have had to be specially conceived,
designed, fabricated and assembled. To meet the objectives
of ease of installation in operating facilities, optimisation
of components in radioactive environments and evolution of
user-friendly software have demanded strong developmental
efforts from the group,
Some Indian Developments:

Following is a brief description of only some of the
systems developed and their interesting features. The
relatively simple task of emptying vials containing radio-
active chemical samples, washing them and disposing them
off has been automated. The system centres around a
pneumatic Pick and Place device which retrieves a vial
from a column (where the operator has placed it), punctures
the cap, extracts the solution, washes the vial and drops
the empty vial into a chute. The operations have been
divided into several automated steps, permitting operator
interaction. Upward of 50,000 vials have been handled
without any difficulty.

The pneumatic Pick and Place robot (developed by the
Division of Remote Handling & Robotics, B.À.R.C.) is the
main handling mechanism for other automation projects.
Manual handling of mechanical impact specimens in lead cells
had been posing difficulties especially where tests at
specified temperatures were called for. Placement of
samples (after retrieval from a furnace or cold bath) on
the anvil of the testing machine to conform to ASTM
specifications is highly operator-skill-dependent. The
automation developed picks up the sample from a saddle, dips
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it in a furnace or cold bath as needed for the required time.
After this, the sample is placed on the anvil in 3.5 sees,
to enable the test to conform to standards. The system has
features like sequential motions, adjustable delays between
steps to allow what is essentially a non-rigid system to
stabilise. The system has been tried out and will make
instrumented impact testing possible.

Pipetting chemical reagents into radioactive samples
for tests is being automated. This will enable reduction
of operator exposure and minimisation of errors. The
pneumatic Pick and Place Robot is again being used with
additional motions. The system is being integrated for
trial.

-radiometric assay is an essential activity in our
reprocessing plants. The samples handled are highly
radioactive and so far the Assay has been manually
performed. A system to automate this process is under
development. Deposition of 0.05 ml. of the liquid sample
on to a planchette, transferring it to a counter and disposal
of the monitored planchette are being automated. Results
from the assay will then be consistant and operation safe,
as no exposure to operators would be involved.

With a view to automating jf-source capsules manufactured
in India, a system was developed to assemble components
remotely in a Hot Cell. The pneumatic Pick & Place robot
is used as an assembly robot. The Robot successively picks
up the capsule body of stainless steel, the source wafers
of irridium and the cap in an assembly operation which is
carried out on a copper collet. The number of source
wafers can be selected from 1 to 11 depending on the
strength needed. After the assembly, the TIG welding torch
swings over the weld zone and the chuck rotates. The weld
is initiated by the operator to preset parameters. After
the weld is completed, the robot picks up and drops the
capsule in a container. The diameter of the capsule is
about 8 mm. and length 12 mm. While trials have been
completed, active samples are yet to be handled. The
system will contribute to reduction of drudgery, but is
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located in a hot cell which is inherently safe for operation
through Master Slave Manipulators.

Automation through robotics has certain distinct
advantages as mentioned earlier. Anthromorphism (copying
human manipulative capabilities) and redundant degrees of
freedom and motion ensure compactness in an automation
system - an important feature for operation in confined
space luce a glove box or fume cupboard. Programming to
avoid obstacles (like panels or other fixtures), optimisa-
tion of actuator power, selection of actuators, etc. all
have a bearing on the safe operation of a robot. Distri-
buting automation systems widely inside glove boxes or hot
cells can result in disadvantages like active material
being trapped in hard to reach locations. Anthromorphism
in robotic systems makes it much easier to carry out
complex handling and manipulative operations „

We have resorted to the development of robotic devices
to handle complicated manipulative requirements which need
extended and extensive handling of radio-activity by
operators. Liquid samples in reprocessing, waste handling
plants present a challenge. Similarly, handling of fuel
pellets containing high burnup plutonium and U-233 need
automated handling.

The LABOT system is built around a cylindrical
co-ordinate robot. Care has been taken to ensure that
access is available to all parts of the system for mainten-
ance, recovery of any dropped samples etc. The entire set
up will be located in a fume cupboard. The cylindrical co-
ordinate robot has 3 degrees of freedom. Distributed around
it are the sample carousel carrying upto 330 radioactive
liquid samples in plastic vials. The carousel carries 66
drawers and rotates around a vertical axis driven by a
stepping motor. Drawers are pushed out vertically by three
vertical pneumatic actuators under the carousel.
A decapper with a pneumatic gripper and a stepping motor
driven rotation is used to decap vials and recap them.
The cylindrical co-ordinate robot with rotational, vertical
and radial motions is driven by stepping motors and is
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provided with a multi-function end effector for sample
picking, decapping, pipetting, etc. The functions of the
system are to store and retrieve chemical samples, cap and
decap vials, pipetting, alliquoting, sample disposal and
other functions connected with volumetric chemical analysis,
A Personal Computer is used to control the LABOT. The
software being generated will be operator friendly and will
help in avoiding errors, maintain records, form chains of
valid operations from a menu, include options to modify
programmes, teach and play back and obstacle avoidance.
Stepping motors have been chosen owing to their relatively
simple hardware requirements and are not expensive. The
system has been provided with motors of capacities adequate
for various functions without causing damage, to render
the system safe. LABOT is being currently integrated and
trials on hardware and software are under way.

Hard automation via. the traditional route has
frequently caused difficulties in our fuel fabrication
facilities. Poor strength of final compacted green unsintered
oxide pellets, broken and chipped edges after sintering,
etc. have inspired a second look at automation. Larger
the diameter and length of a fuel pellet, greater the need
for gentler handling. Anthromorphism in a robotic device
can help overcome some of these problems. Space is at a
premium in a giove box and given the presence of glass
panels, delicate equipment inside, safety requirements
dictating avoidance of pneumatic devices and the possibility
of gas cover in a glove box, an incentive for developing
compact robot arms arose. Several small robot arms have
been developed by us to handle nuclear fuel pellets and
hardware for fuel fabrication. We have also tried to
standardise hardware and software to cover a range of
applications with the possibility of additional features.
A 4-Axis articulated robot has been developed which can be
dismantled to enable its assembly inside a glove box. and
its removal therefrom. A typical objective set for a task
was picking up pellets from a molybdenum boat after sintering.
An approach different from the usual vision system for locating
pellets has been adopted. A set of tactile sensors have been
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mounted on the end effector which permit the robot to 'feel'
and pick up pellets. As the operation is 'interactive1
accommodating minor changes in the task area in real time,
it is more effective and safer. Graphical simulation of the
robot at work, an important feature improving transparency
of the operation is also being implemented. Trials are
under progress and show good autonomous potentials. Lower
levels of'AI can be implemented which further improve overall
safety of operations. As the software includes counting of
pelets stacked, maintenance of material balance is also aided,

Tomography, using neutron beams cannot be effectively
done without accurate positioning and orientation of the
subject component. Remote operations are a must to avoid
proximity to the neutron beam. A 5-Axis robot is being
developed to enable the operator to position the component,
move it in required steps, retrieve positions and simulate
operations. All these operations can be done with the
neutron beam on.

Safe operation of reactors dictate periodic inspection
of containments, coolant piping, heat exchangers, etc. It
is necessary to maintain records of successive measurements.
Thus, a robot which can repeat operations accurately is
needed. The Fast Breeder Test Reactor at Kalpakam is
cooled by sodium. The need to inspect primary coolant
piping by ultrasonic techniques will be met by a robotic
system. The operator has to position the manipulator on
the pipe after which scanning can be completed remotely.
Step size selection, speed selection, data acquisition,
simulation, etc. are remotely performed. Other systems to
inspect fast reactor containment vessels, coolant piping
of thermal reactors, etc. are being designed.

Surveying, inspection, maintenance, repair and
provision against unforeseen occurances are best performed
by robotic devices. With increasingly stringent safety
requirements, it is becoming mandatory to obtain or develop
systems that can move about, negotiate uneven terrain, climb
stairs, open and move through door ways, operate on high
level commands and possess a degree of autonomy of operation.
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We have begun work on wheeled/tracked as well as walking
machines. Machines that walk or crawl have features like
wall climbing capabilities that make them attractive.
Conclusion;

Operations that can be automated can be remotised.
For safe remote operation, the system should provide the
maximum in transparency. Autonomy essentially indicates
the capacity of a system to make decisions in real time»
This can only improve safety» If AI can be implemented on
an autonomous system, its capacity to learn is augmented,
resulting in even better safety levels. These systems will
work with moderately skilled operating staff without geopar-
dising safety. There are certain points to be kept in mind.
Fault tolerance, retreivability in case of failure, adequacy
of software for the envisaged scenarios, provision of
necessary sensory systems, redundancy of components and
sub-systems are a few issues that are exceedingly important.
Hierarchy of command and control in robotic and automation
systems is very distinct and that will certainly enhance
safety levels. There is no doubt regarding decisions taken
and commands given in changing task environments. However,
robotic and automation systems have to be well proven in
laboratories to assess them very carefully before deployment«
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RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT OF ROBOTICS SYSTEMS:
ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND REAL TIME SUPERVISION

M. BECQUET
Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics,
Commission of the European Communities,
Joint Research Centre,
Ispra

Abstract

Reliability improvement of Robotics Systems is a key issue in automation and
autonomy in maintenance and intervention tasks in Hostile Environment
Constraints in hostile environment require different way of using and programming
of robots when compared with industrial application
To take maximum benefit of robot technology, the level of Confidence m the
robotics tool must be much higher than m classical production world To increase
this level of confidence, application of Reliability Engineering in combination with
strong knowledge of robot technology leads to such an objective
In this paper, three different aspects are considered and developed as tools to be
used in different stage of this improvement
The first one is the Analysis of reliability of robotics and m remote handling systems
in general to identify failure modes, effects on the system, sensitive components and
needs of redundancy Tools as the Failure Modes, Effects and Crit/cality Analysis are
presented as well as the Fault Tree Analysis
The second one deals with design criteria for new robot systems or improvement of
existing one using reliability and safety driven design concepts Such concepts are
applicable on mechanical design, electrical design and electronic design including
the computer controller of the robot
The last aspect is the control in real time of availability of functions, safety level as
well as failure detection m the various subsystems composing a robot device.
Techniques of supervision by use of safety check subroutines are considered.
Experiences of such improvement process of robotics for maintenance of Fusion
Machines is discussed.

1- Introduction

In what follows we will consider a general approach towards reliability
and safety aspects of robotic devices to be used in hostile environment.
The underlying environment is the one of a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP).
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It is important to distinguish at the very beginning industrial robotics
from robotics for remote handling purposes for reasons that will be
explained in section 2 .

In section 3, the basic elements explaining why a robot is a sensitive
machine are presented

In section 4, the generic approach for a Reliability and Safety Assessment
is presented and applied to the robot gripper.

Section 5 presents guidelines for design improvement towards better
reliability and safety.

In section 6, some aspects of real-time control of reliability are
presented.

2- Robotics and Remote Handling

A great difference exists in comparing Reliability and Safety aspects of
industrial robotics and robotics applied to Remote Handling in
hazardous environment.

For Industrial Robots, the major concern is focused on Safety of
Operators. The reliability and safety analysis deals with:

-Protection of workers against hazard

-Give better image of robotic technology towards Unions.

In this case, there is no reai concern for damage to goods manipulated
by a robot in case of failure (mass production)

For Robotics for Remote Handling, the major concern is focused on
Safety of Operation. In this case, the reliability and safety analysis deals
with:

-Make feasible plant operation and maintenance (e.g. NPP)

-Maintain plant operation in safe condition

A big concern exists with potential damage to goods manipulated (most
are unique item) and to the consequences on the plant operation
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3- Reliability, failure and Effects

One of the very first demand to formulate is probably why a robot is

such a sensitive machine, to answer that question we should consider

the following elements:

- a robot has much more degrees of freedom an a larger working
envelop than most of other machines

- in a robot, interaction between hardware and software is high
compare to other systems, which increases probability of failure.

- robotics technology is evolving much faster than other technology;
since reliability is not a driven concept in robot design, there is a
phase lag in implementation of reliability and safety.

- many different energy sources may be present in robotics
applications: kinetic, chemical, thermal, electrical, laser, X rays...

Considering these elements, an in depth analysis has to be carried out to
ensure safe operations.

To perform such analysis different tools are used. These tools will be
presented in next section.

4- A Generic approach towards reliability and safety assessment for
robotics devices

4.1-Functional operations and basic parameters

4.2-Failure mode and effects analysis

4.3-Fault tree analysis

4.4-Failure detection and failure identification routines

4.1 Functional Gripper Operations

In this section, we setup a list of Functional requirements base on a dual
list of what the gripper must do and what the gripper may not do.
this is an example based on potential mission of the gripper
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What the Gripper must do

Before introducing the gripper in
"the vessel :

-check the joints, sensors and
tools before going in the vessel

-check the adequation of the tool
for the new task

-make sure of the item to replace
be removed before introducing

the new one

During the introduction of the
gripper into the vessel!

-pass in the accès port

-avoid any disturbing motions

unloaded gripper going towards
the item to remove:

-keep the scheduled trajectory
until the item

-take into account sensors
information

The docking phase'

-approach the item

-look at the state of the item

-check the accessibility of the
gripping elements

what the Gripper may not do

to commit alignment errors and
starting conditions mistakes

-to crash against the access wall

-to go to the item with
unavailable jomt(s)

What the Gripper must do what the Gripper may not do

The item removal phase:

-maintain the item

-dismantle the item with the tool

-carry the item

-to pull an attached item

Loaded gripper going to the
outside gate:

-avoid vibrations during
trajectory

-pass the item through the access
port without collision

-to lose the item

to crash the load against the
vessel

-to crash the gripper against wall

General features.

-check position versus velocity

-use a checking routine for
sensors and motors availability,

periodically

-warn the operator in case of
anomaly detection and leave him

decision

-be able to engage and disengage
the joint remotely

-be able to keep on its mission
without problems after a post-

power failure scenario

-self destruction



4.2 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

In thi section, we briefly describe the second phase of the reliability
analysis in which we have to make for each component or sub-system an
array containing the following informations:

1) the component identification
2) the state or function of the component
3) the component failure mode
4) the trigger events of the failure modes
5) the effect of a failure on the system
6) the detection means
7) the inspection frequency
8) column comments

1) The component identification:
no comments.

2) The state or function of the component:
it is the explanation of the function of the component in the
system and, if necessary, the states the components can
assume.

3) The component failure mode:
explaining in which ways the component can fail to perform
its intended function.

4) The trigger events of the failure modes:
they are the basic causes which lead to the failure modes.
In practice, this column may help to define a maintenance
procedure. A trigger event can be related to several

failure modes.

5) Effects on the system:

the effect is related to the whole system behavior. It indicates
the criticality of a component failure.

6) Detection means:
it is of major importance to consider all the available physical
signals for the failure detection means and for a failure
diagnosis.
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This aspect is quite important for real time monitoring of
system availability.

Two eamples are provided hereafter: one for an electrical motor and
one for a servo drive amplifier

Component
Identification

Motors

State

supply the
motion
velocity

request bythe
servo-
drive

Failure Mode

1 no velocity
provided

2 unwanted
acceleration

3 velocity
slowing down

Trigger
event

1 mechanical
failure* axis
rupture,

2 magnet failure

3 brushes failure.

4 no power
supply

5 wiring failures

6 winding failures
7 maintenance

errors

8 external
disturbances dust,

radiations.
elect magnet
disturbances

Effect on System

1 unavailable joint

2 stop of the
gripper

Detection Means

1 rotoric current

2 resolverand

tacho signals

Inspection
Frequency Comments

Component
Identification

Servo-drive

State

servo-
regulation
of motor
velocity

Failure Mode

1 no command
current

provided to the
motor

2 command
current wrong

Trigger
event

1 power supply
failure

2 circuit failure
3 external

disturbances
4 wiring failures

Effect on System

1 lost of control
2 stop of the

motor

Detection Means

1 rotoric current,

tacho signalsand

resolver signals
correlations

2 internal loop

current

3 a limit fortune

reaction of the
loop to a

command

Inspection
Frequency Comments
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4.3. Fault Tree Analysis

A fault tree is a tool used to analyze accurately which independent causes lead to
the undesired event which is taken as the starting point of the tree.

The level of detail of this study depends on the qualitative or quantitative
information requirements and availability.

After the fault tree construction, the undesired event can be modelised by a logic
equation with basic events as variables. Then, this equation can be reduced into a
minimal disjunctive form in which the necessary and sufficient combinations of
events, provoking the undesired event, can be distinguished. It is important to note
that the equation involves independent basic events and to obtain them, a deep
development should be lead.

If statistical data are available for every basic event, an occurrence probability for
the undesired event can be found by analyzing this logic equation.

Unfortunately, the articulated boom is presently the only existing exemplary.
Obviously, a statistical analysis cannot be performed over a great number of booms.
Furthermore, the statistical data available for each boom's component are very poor
or don't exist.

Though it seems that our analysis is convicted to be qualitative, practical and highly
valuable information can be extracted. As said before, it depends on the level of
desired detail. For instance, our analysis emphasizes the particular care that should
be given to some devices due to their reliability importance for the system.

In fact, it is a useful tool to decide on the validity of the redundancies or devices
previously introduced.

In the literature, the fault tree is soundly recognized as a systematic method which,
if carefully used, has already showed to be helpful for system improvement.

FAULT TREE CONSTRUCTION

The critical and undesired event is at the top of the fault tree.

The first step consists of determining, at a given level of abstraction (depending on
the system complexity), the direct or general causes of the undesired event.

All these antecedent causes are linked to the undesired event by a logic gate.
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In the second step,each antecedent cause is taken as a resulting event and it is itself
decomposed in antecedent events.

This recursive process is performed as many times as necessary, that means until a
causal event cannot be further developed (either because it is a basic event or
information is not available).

At every step, extreme attention must be paid to not forget any antecedent event.
It requires a good knowledge of the system. That is why brainstorming exercises are
needed with system operators and neutral observers.

The tree appearance depends on the designer, but the content must be the same in
any case.

A failure mode and effects analysis has been used as first component analysis in
order to be as exhaustive as possible.

CHOICE OF THE UNDESIRABLE EVENT

Initially, two worst cases were considered :

1.- the gripper damages the vessel with risks of contamination

2.- the gripper is not retrievable from the vessel.

When looking at these two cases, it seems that the first one is the most dangerous
from a safety point of view.

In practice, its fault tree is included in the fault tree of the second case. More
precisely, the first fault tree is similar to a branch of the second fault tree, related to
the impact of the gripper against the vessel. Some parameters, with an
undetermined number of values, contribute to the fault tree of the second case. The
avoidance of a deeper analysis is then justified. In fact, the impact magnitude
required to damage the vessel depends on:

- the geometrical situation of the gripper inside the vessel,
-the item's load,
- the failed joint and the failure type,....

The fault tree analysis will only be achieved for the second case.
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FAULT TREE SYMBOLS

-Primary event symbols

-The basic event:
the circle describes a basic initiating fault event
that requires no further development or, in
other vords, that the appropriate limit of
resolution has been reached.

-Undeveloped event:
it represents an event which is no further
developed either because it is of insufficient
consequence or because information is not
available.

- Intermediate event

- Other symbols

A fault event that occurs because of one or more
antecedent causes are acting through logic gates.

The intermediate events contained in this dotted
parallelogram are logically equivalent.

Transfer in: indicates that the tree is developed further at
the occurrence of the corresponding transfer out.

Transfer out: indicates that this portion of the tree must
be attached at the corresponding transfer in.

Dotted branch: the branch is only valid for some joints

Logic gate AND
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Logic gate OR

The tree is further developed at page x

The tree comes from the page y

HOW TO READ THIS FAULT TREE?
The reader should start by looking at the intermediate events of the first page and
then explore separately each one.

FAULT TREE COMMENTS

The next three fig u res represent part of the fault tree.
The first figure is the top of the tree with the undesirable event. The different
circumstances that may trigger that event appear in the lower part of the tree.

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

The gripper is
unretrievable

no way to pass
it through the
access door

obstacle
in the door
unremovable

1

critical
joint(s)
unavailable

\

no way to
move it in
the vessel

1
failed
vision and
simulation
systems

failed
control
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Five of them are considered in this example:
-obstacle in the access door unremovable
-critical joints ui.^v/ailable
-no way to move the gripper in the vessel
-failed vision system or simulation system for real time monitoring
-failed control system

The second and third figures represent the next layer in the tree for two different
circumstances of the previous layer

mechanical
deformation
of the joint

no way to pass
through the access

the joint

lical
9 of

obstacle
in the door

gripper slacked because
of mistake in component
dismantling

no way to move
the gripper inside
the vessel

1r
joinf(s) control
unavailable

gripper overloaded
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5- Design Improvement

Design improvement is one of the consequence of the reliability and safety
assessment.
Using both FMEA and Fault Tree, it is easy to detect weak point in the design and to
identify where redundancy must be implemented (and where it is useless).
To illustrate this we use the general layout of a servo controlled joint (figure 1)
On this figure..we can see the interactions between the controller(high level
controller and low level), the servo-controller (amplifier), the motor, the resolver, its
conditionning electronics, the limit swithches and the tacho.
If we describe these relationship in a reliability diagram which defines logical
connections between the different sub-systems, we may define two different
diagrammes.
The first one on the controller side represents the logical way between an input-
here the joint motion- and one output-the decision of the controller (setup point).
Two branches go from the input to the Decision System: if the power amp fails, we
will still get informations from the other branch.
If the tacho fails, we will still get information from the resolver and limit switches.
If all information on position fails than we can use the power amp to drive manually
the joint to escape from a bad situation.
The same kind of dsscription applies for tne diagram on the actuator side.
Here we may already identify one improvement in the design: the redundant power
that may be used to drive manually the joint.
A fourth diagram represents a logical description of the controller layout for wath
regards the reliability aspects.

-»Transmission» Resolver -> Conditionne

I.General Layout of joint feedback loop
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6-Real Time Supervisor

A real time supervisor can be implemented in the controller, using a Warning Process
activiated by Failure detection routines and failure identification routines.
Detailled description depends on final configuration of the mechanical design,
selection of actuators etc..
The last figure shows a typical configuration.

F.D. 5

" F.D. X' : failure detection number X
' F.i.R. X": failure identification routine related to f.DX
comment: X can be higher than 51

The warning process layout
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